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ABSTRACT

A MULTI-AGENT ADAPTIVE LEARNING SYSTEM FOR

DISTANCE EDUCATION

Serçe, Fatma Cemile

Ph.D., Department of Information Systems

Supervisor: Assoc. Prof. Dr. Ferda Nur Alpaslan

January 2008, 124 pages

The adaptiveness provides uniquely identifying and monitoring the learner’s

learning activities according to his/her respective profile. The adaptive

intelligent learning management systems (AILMS) help a wide range of

students to achieve their learning goals effectively by delivering knowledge

in an adaptive or individualized style through online learning settings.

This study presents a multi-agent system, called MODA, developed to

provide adaptiveness in learning management systems (LMS). A concep-

tual framework for adaptive learning systems is proposed for this purpose.

The framework is based on the idea that adaptiveness is the best matching

between the learner profile and the course content profile. The learning

styles of learners and the content type of learning material are used to

match the learner to the most suitable content.

The thesis covers the pedagogical framework applied in MODA, the

technical and multi-agent architectures of MODA, the TCP-IP based pro-

tocol providing communication between MODA and LMS, and a sample
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application of the system to an open source learning management system,

OLAT. The study also discusses the possibilities of future interests.

Keywords: Adaptive Learning Systems, Intelligent Learning Management

Systems, Multi-agent Systems, Distance Learning, Fusion of Agents and

Learning.
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ÖZ

UZAKTAN ÖĞRENMEYE YÖNELİK ADAPTE OLABİLEN ÇOK

ARACILI SİSTEM

Serçe, Fatma Cemile

Doktora, Bilişim Sistemleri Bölümü

Tez Yöneticisi: Assoc. Prof. Dr. Ferda Nur Alpaslan

Ocak 2008, 124 sayfa

Adapte olabilen akıllı öğrenme yönetim sistemleri, farklı bilgi birikimine

sahip çok sayıda öğrenciye, uzaktan öğrenme ortamları aracılığıyla adapte

olabilen etkin ve akıllı öğrenme ortamı sunmaktadır. Bu sistemler, ders

içerikleri ve diğer öğrenme kaynakları arasında öğrencinin profiline en uy-

gun olan içerikleri seçer ve öğrenciye sunar. Öğrencinin hareketleri sürekli

takip edilir, davranışları sınıflandırılır ve profilleri güncelleştirilir. Bu çalışma

da, öğrenme yönetim sistemlerine (ÖYS) bu adapte olabilme yeteneğini

katacak MODA adında bir yazılım birimi geliştirilmiştir. MODA herhangi

bir ÖYS tarafından kullanılabilecektir.

Bu çalısma kapsamında, uzaktan ögrenme ortamlarında kullanılacak

adapte olabilen sistemlerin eğitimsel temelini oluşturacak bir kuramsal ve

denenceli çerçeve tanımlanmıştır. Bu çerçeve, öğrencinin ve ders içeriğinin

nasıl modellenmesi ve güncellenmesi gerektiği bilgilerini içerir. Öğrenciye

en uygun içerik, öğrenci profiline en yakın ders içerik profillerinin hesa-
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planması ile bulunur. MODA sistemi, bu çerçeveyi temel almaktadır.

Bu çalışmada, MODA sisteminin teknik alt yapısı, aracılar, aracıların

rolleri, aracılar arasındaki etkileşim, aracılar arasında iletişimi sağlayan

ontoloji tanımlamaları ve her hangi bir ÖYS tarafından kullanılabilmeyi

sağlayan ve yine bu çalısma kapsamında geliştirilen TCP-IP tabanlı iletişim

kuralı detaylı olarak anlatılmıştır. MODA’nın bir ÖYS ile birleştirimi

gerekleştirilmiştir. Bu çalışmanın sonunda, bu örnek birleştirimden edinilen

çıkarımlar ve ileride yapılacak çalışmalara yönelik öneriler sunulmuştur.

Anahtar Kelimeler: Adapte Olabilen Öğrenme Sistemleri, Akıllı Öğrenme

Yönetim Sistemleri, Çok Aracılı Sistemler, Uzaktan Öğrenme, Aracılar ve

Öğrenme
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1.1 Background of the Study

Adaptiveness is a crucial issue in today’s online learning environments

(OLE). In[1], it is argued that virtual learning environments (VLE) are

best at achieving learning effectiveness when they adapt to the needs of

individual learners. In service-job-training especially necessitates to iden-

tify learning needs and customize solutions that foster successful learning

and performance, with or without an instructor to supplement instruc-

tion. The learning management systems provide educational services to a

wide range of students and they can help students to achieve their learning

goals by delivering knowledge in an adaptive or individualized way[1]. In

[2], it is stated that as long as the completion on the market of Web-based

educational system increases, ”begin adaptive” will become an important

factor for winning the customers.

Web-based adaptive and intelligent education systems inherit many

properties from Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS) and adaptive hyper-

media systems[2]. The adaptive intelligent learning systems have the ad-

vantages of both artificial intelligence and learning management systems.
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There are different adaptive technologies. Brusilovsky[2] provides some

examples for adaptive systems such as InterBook[3], CALAT[4], ACE[5],

ELM-ART II[6], ILESA[7] etc. He gives a detailed review of these sys-

tems with a focus on their supporting adaptive technologies are provided.

The adaptive technologies includes ITS including curriculum sequencing,

intelligent analysis of student’s solutions, interactive problem solving sup-

port; adaptive hypermedia technologies involving adaptive presentation

and adaptive navigation support; web-inspired technologies like student

model matching.

There are some adaptive systems based on learning modeling and learn-

ing style, such as iWeaver[8], INSPIRE[9], MANIC[10], ARTHUR[11],

CS388[12], AEC-ES[13], etc. ARTHUR, iWeaver, MANIC, CS388 base on

sensory preferences; AEC-ES categorizes learners as either field-dependent

(FD) or independent (FI) learners; CS388 functions in global-sequential

dimension of Felder-Silverman[14]; and INSPIRE is based on Honey and

Mumford model[15].

Pedagogical agents are autonomous agents that support human learn-

ing by interacting with students in the context of the learning environment.

They extend and improve upon previous work on intelligent tutoring sys-

tems in a number of ways. They adapt their behavior to the dynamic

state of learning environment, taking advantage of learning opportunities

as they arise. They can support collaborative learning as well as individ-

ualized learning, because multiple students and agents can interact in a

shared environment. The use of agents in providing adaptiveness has been

experiences in some studies such as ADELE[16], PPP Persona[17], etc.
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1.2 Purpose of the Study

E-learning becomes an industry and a research stream. The customers

of e-learning industry are the learners having different background and

personalities. The ultimate goal of e-learning is to improve the learner’s

learning and performance levels during online learning. To reach this goal,

there is need for studies not only to develop infrastructures and to deliver

information online, but also to improve learner’s learning and performance.

Adaptive learning system is a type of e-learning technology which behaves

intelligently to understand the learner’s needs and characteristics before

delivering the content for them.

The purpose of this study is to develop a multi-agent system which

provides adaptiveness for learning management systems. The secondary

purpose is to construct a conceptual framework defining learner modeling,

content modeling and adaptation strategies.

1.3 Significance of the Study

The intelligence of a learning system is largely attributed to its ability

to adapt to specific student needs during the learning process. Online

learning environments have been used by a much wider variety of students.

Each student may have different backgrounds, learning styles, individual

preferences, and knowledge levels. This raises the need for adaptiveness

of learning environments. The learning systems must be flexible to be be

suitable for any particular kind of students.

One of the basic requirements of education in the twenty-first century

is to prepare students for participation in a knowledge-based economy.

Knowledge is the most critical resource for social and economic develop-

ment. It is the intellectual capital. So, the knowledge of a particular

student grow very quickly. The content which is quite complex for a stu-
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dent at the beginning, may soon become quite trivial and boring to the

same student. Therefore, the online learning environments is required to

respond students according to their knowledge levels and to provide differ-

ent form of knowledge presentation for different knowledge. The learning

materials are needed to be presented according to the students preference

and knowledge level, which makes the study processes more interesting

and effective.

Teaching at a distance involves the use of different skills for the in-

structors comparing to the ones used in a traditional classroom. There is

a consensus in the literature on the issue that getting the people to par-

ticipate and making learning active at a distance is much more important

than presenting the information. Online learning environments puts much

work on the instructors shoulders. The instructors become less focused

on the learning process. Because, the management and administration of

learning setting takes too much time. Some examples for faculty barriers

to distance learning are summarized as follows:

• the lack of support by the faculty. Faculty roles must change the

most in administering distance learning programs. Faculty need to

– change teaching styles to that of a mentor, tutor, and facilitator

when necessary,

– meet the needs of distance students without face-to-face contact,

– change the course content to accommodate diverse student needs

and expectations.

• lack the basic skills or hardware to fully participate in distance edu-

cation,

• the difficulty in giving immediate feedback,

• the difficulty in assessing student performance.
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Moreover, there is a need for providing education to students in differ-

ent places around the world where no teacher is available for face-to-face

assistance in most cases. To support teaching and to facilitate learning,

learning management systems must provide individualized help just as a

human tutor would.

The responsibilities of faculty and students in distance learning envi-

ronments are more than in the traditional learning environments. Until

recently, a major requirement of the existing learning management systems

was to support both instructor and learners and to be ease of use. However,

this seems to be no longer the main concern any more. There is a need

for smart learning environments offering personal services with capabilities

to learn, reason, have autonomy, and be totally dynamic. The adaptive

technologies might diminish the barriers to learning in distance education.

This study is an attempt to design and develop a learning system that en-

rich online learning management systems with adaptive instruction using

agent technology.

1.4 Approach of the Study

All adaptive systems lie on a conceptual framework defining the adaptation

mechanism. In this study, a conceptual framework for adaptive learning

management systems was defined. This framework describes the ways to

model the learner and content, and also to find the best match between

the learner and content. We model the learner according to three factors

which are behavioral factors, knowledge factors, and personality factors.

We modeled the course content using 30 content types. These content

types are derived from previous studies, IEEE LOM Metadata[18] infor-

mation, and the descriptions of Felder-Silverman[14] learning style model.

We conducted a study to classify the content with the learning style and

we defined the learning resources and the corresponding learning style di-
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mensions. The adaptation strategy in the framework is to find the best

match between the learner and the instruction set. Using the classification

information, we find the best match between the learner profile and the

course profile by applying a normalized Euclidian distance function.

Based on this framework, we designed and developed an adaptive multi-

agent system. There are different agents each having specific roles in

promoting adaptive behavior. JADE[19] framework was chosen to im-

plement these software agents. (For more information, one can refer to

http://jade.tilab.com.). Gaia[20] was chosen as an agent-oriented software

engineering technique to analyze and design the multi-agent system.

In literature, there are many adaptive systems providing powerful adap-

tive features. However, it is not possible to integrate most of these systems

with the existing learning management systems. Most of them were devel-

oped to function as stand alone systems. There are lots of learning manage-

ment systems used in practice and it might be very effective to plug adap-

tive features to these already existing and widely used learning manage-

ment systems. In this research, the adaptive learning system was designed

to be used with any learning management system. To achieve this inter-

operability, a communication protocol was defined to establish communi-

cation between the learning management systems and the adaptive multi-

agent system, namely MODA. The system was integrated into an open

source learning management system, called OLAT[21]. It is possible to ob-

tain more information about OLAT at http://www.olat.org/website/en/

html/index.html.

1.5 Road Map

Chapter 2 provides the review of literature about adaptive learning sys-

tems. Chapter 3 presents the basic concepts about the agent technology,

and a review of pedagogical agents. These two chapters presents the de-
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tailed description of the previous studies on adaptive systems and agents

which constitutes the background of the current thesis.

Chapter 4 explains the conceptual framework developed in this study.

The framework covers the learner modeling, content modeling, and the

learner-content matching strategies. The framework also provides the

mechanism to initialize and update the learner and content profiles.

Chapter 5 contains the implementation details of the adaptive learning

system, MODA. The system’s agents, the interactions among the agents,

the ontologies developed to establish agent communications are explained

in this chapter. This chapter focuses mostly on the technical architecture

of the system. This chapter also provides screen shots of integration of the

system into the open source learning management system, called OLAT.

Chapter 6 provides the discussion for the conclusion and possibilities

for the further research.
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CHAPTER 2

Adaptive Instructional Systems

2.1 Learning and Instruction

Learning is a general term used for a lasting change in our behavior caused

by an experience(Gagne, 1985 in [22]). It is the development of new skills,

knowledge, or attitudes as we interact with the information and environ-

ment. Learning takes place when a lasting change of behavior takes place.

If the instruction is not new to us, we have been previously engaged in

this material and have already learned the material. Therefore, we are not

learning something new but possibly revisiting the old information. It also

must be a lasting change of behavior so we can apply and use this infor-

mation on demand such as completing an assignment or taking a test[22].

Different educational psychologies view the concept of learning differ-

ently. Behaviorists believe that learning is nothing but change in behavior;

cognitive theorists view learning as a process; and social learning theorists

view learning process as interaction/observation in social context (Meria

and Caffarella, 1991 in [23]). One thing they have in common is that they
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all assume that ”instruction will bring about learning” and, based on this

assumption, instructional designers use theories as guidance to design ef-

fective instruction to bring about maximum learning (Driscol, 2002 cited

in [23]).

Bloom defines three domains in which learning occurs: the cognitive,

psychomotor and affective domains. According to Bloom, six types of

learning are in the cognitive domain, each one building on the previous one.

These include knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis

and evaluation[Bloom, 1956 cited in [23]].

Learning is relatively permanent change in behavior due to experience.

Instruction provides conditions for learning, it never provides learning.

Learning is an internal process performed by students. On the other hand,

instruction is an external phenomenon. Instructional design is a deliberate

process that tries to control and direct learning toward predictable ends.

The designer tries to overcome the learning deficiency and to produce a

plan specifying the instructional events and materials that will provide the

conditions for learning. What an instructional designer is able to do is

limited to the choice and arrangement of external conditions that will help

the internal process of learning to occur[23].

Web-based instruction is a hypermedia-based instructional program.

It uses the resources of the World Wide Web to provide instruction. The

WWW permits to use a computer to design and deliver instruction, using

text, sound, data, video, etc. Distance education is the process of providing

broad curricula using the WWW[23].

2.2 Learning Styles

In order to adapt the instruction based on the learner’s needs, we need to

understand the learner. If we know the learner well, then it might be much

easier to find the ways to meet the needs of the learner.
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Learners have different ways of perception, construction and retention

of knowledge[24]. Each learner has a unique learning process, because each

has different prior knowledge, mental abilities, and personality factors.

Individuals perceive and process knowledge in different ways. This

leads to the theory defined as ”Learning Styles Theory”. The learning

styles theory begun with Jung[24] who underlined the major differences

between individuals in terms of perception, decision and interaction. [25]

have also followed this study and focused on understanding the differences

in learning.

According to the learning styles theory, each learner has different ways

of perception, and one style does not address all individuals. Therefore,

instruction must be presented in different ways according to these differ-

ences. In other words, instructors must ask how can this learner achieve

more? instead of why is this learner not a high-achiever?[26].

In [27], the author provides a definition table of similar terms relating

to learning styles:

Table 2.1: Definitions of similar terms relating to learning styles

Term Explanation
Learning Preference favouring one method of teaching over another
Learning Strategy adopting a plan action in the acquisition

of knowledge, skills or attitudes
Learning Style adopting a habitual and distinct mode of

acquiring knowledge
Cognitive strategy adopting a plan of action in the process of

organising and processing information
Cognitive style a systematic and habitual mode of

organising and processing information

In literature, there are mainly five different learning style models refer-

enced in the studies of the other adaptive learning systems. These are as

follows:

• The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator[25]
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• Kolb’s Learning Style Model[28]

• Honey and Mumford’s Typology of Learners[15]

• Felder-Silverman Model[14]

• Dunn, Dunn and Price Model[29]

2.2.1 The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator

The essence of the theory is that much seemingly random variation in

the behavior is actually quite orderly and consistent, being due to basic

difference in the way individual prefer to use their perception and judgment

[30].

The personality types provided by this style is summarized in Table 2.2.

2.2.2 Kolb’s Learning Style Model

Kolb’s learning style model is grounded on John Dewey’s experiential learn-

ing theory, Kurt Lewin’s work stressing the importance of being active in

learning, and Jean Piaget’s theory on cognitive development as the result

of the transaction between people and their environment (e.g. education,

career, job role)[28].

Kolb’s Learning Style model classifies learners as active (learning through

concrete experience), reflective(learning through reflective observation),

experimental(learning through active experimentation) and, theorizing(learning

through abstract conceptualization).

The characteristics of each learner type is listed below.

Active Learners, I want to get on and do things...

• learn by trial and error

• tend to be impatient and want to do things for themselves rather

than wait and be told how to do them
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Table 2.2: The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator [25]

(E)XTRAVERSION (I)NTROVERSION
focusing People who prefer People who prefer
attention Extraversion tend to Introversion tend to

focus on the outer world focus on the inner world
of people and things of ideas and impressions
(S)ENSING (I)NTUITION

gathering People who prefer People who prefer
information Sensing tend to focus Intuition and on

on the present concrete information
from their senses gained tend to focus

on the future, with a
view toward patterns
and possibilities

(T)HINKING (F)EELING
making People who prefer People who prefer
decisions Thinking tend to Feeling tend to base

base their decisions their decisions primarily
primarily on logic on values and on
and on objective analysis subjective evaluation of
of cause and effect person-centered concerns.
(J)UDGING (P)ERCEIVING

dealing People who prefer People who prefer
with the Judging tend to like Perceiving tend to like
outer world a planned and a flexible and

organized approach to spontaneous approach to
life and prefer to life and prefer to keep
have things their options open.
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• gives spontaneous answers

• quality move to something new

• slow, methodological works bores them

• take the lead to push ahead

Reflective Learners, I want to think about things...

• adopt a ”wait an see” approach

• trying to think things through and do not give the first answer they

come across but require more information

• tend to be uncertain about what to do

• confer wiht other people to see what their opinions are

Experiential Learners, I want to see if there is not a better

way of doing things...

• seek to find new ways of doing thing

• even if they like to be shown how to do something, they need to put

their newly acquired knowledge immediately into practice

• what is important to them is finding the most effective way of putting

into practice what they know

• tend to be energetic, impatient

• do not hesitate to take short cuts in solving problems

• new challenge are seen as new possibilities for learning

Theorizing Learners, I want to understand things...

• try to build an all encompassing logical system
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• question assumptions and make rules from different cases in thinking

problems through step by step

• ”concrete” examples are perceived as being too limited to understand

the general whole

• their effort goes into making coherent pictures of complex situations

• try to detach themselves from emotions and personal opinions

• less sympathetic to the feelings of others

2.2.3 Honey and Mumford’s Typology of Learners

Honey and Mumford (1992) created their own version of Kolb’s classifica-

tion - activists, practical, theorists and reflectors - after revisiting the work

of Kolb[15].

The Honey and Mumford’s original definitions of the classification and

some important consequence from practionners’ websites (e.g. [31] [15] [32]

) are as follows:

Activists The activists involve themselves fully and without bias in new

experiences. Their philosophy is: I’ll try anything once. They are

willing to work with others but, want themselves to be in the cen-

ter all activities. They learn best when they can immediately do

something. They learn least when the they have to listen to long ex-

planations, absorb a lot of data, etc. They like pedagogical activities

such as: brainstorms, problem solving, group discussions, role plays,

competitions, etc.

Reflectors Reflectors like to observe tasks from many different perspec-

tives. They collect data, both first hand and from others, and prefer

to think about it thoroughly before coming to a conclusion. They
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learn best when they can observe, review and think about what is

happening. They learner least when they have to act as leaders.

They like asynchronous discussion, observing activities, paired dis-

cussions, coached activities, questionnaires and interviews etc.

Theorists This type of learners adapt and integrate observations into

complex but logically sound theories. They think problems through

in a vertical, step-by-step logical way. They are logical in their learn-

ing. They learn best when they can study theories, models, concepts,

stories etc. They learn least when the activity is ill structured, no

principles are taught. They like discussions on theories, background

information etc.

Pragmatists Pragmatists are keen on trying out ideas, theories and tech-

niques to see if they work in practice. They positively search out new

ideas and take the first opportunity to experiment with applications.

Their philosophy is ”There is always a better way” and ”If it works

it’s good”. They learn best when they use new information in real-

life problems. They learn least from the theories. They like case

studies, discussions and problem solving activities.

2.2.4 Felder-Silverman Model

Felder and Silverman model provides eight learning styles which are de-

scribed as follows[14]:

Active Active learners like to try things out and see how they work and

like to work with others.

Reflective Reflective learners like to think things through first.

Sensing Sensors like to learn facts, use well established methods practi-

cally and carefully.
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Intuitive Intuitors tend to work fast and be innovative and can often

handle abstract and mathematical concepts well.

Visual Visual learners like diagrams, pictures, graphs and films.

Verbal Verbal learners get more out of words heard and written.

Sequential Sequential learners like to work in linear steps that follow

logically.

Global Global learners like to jump in, absorb material nearly at random

and then get the big picture.

The Felder and Silverman learning style model categorizes a student’s

learning style on a sliding scale of four dimensions. These are:

• Active-Reflective

• Sensing-Intuitive

• Visual-Verbal

• Sequential-Global

Felder and Silverman also provide teaching style model, classifying

instructional methods according to how well they address the proposed

learning style components. The Figure 2.1 summarizes the dimensions of

learning and teaching styles.

In this study, this learning style was taken as the baseline in modeling

the learner. This learning style learning style model is accompanied by

Felder-Solomon Index of Learning Style (ILS) instrument which to catego-

rize individual learning style preferences. The questionnaire used consists

of 44 questions, 11 questions for each of four dimensions. The advantages

of this model are as follows:[33]:
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Figure 2.1: Dimensions of Learning and Teaching Styles[14]

1. The ILS has been validated[34].

2. The ILS questionnaire[35]provides a convenient and practical ap-

proach to establish the preferred learning style of each student. It is

simple, easy to use and the results are easy to interpret.

3. The number of dimensions of the model is constrained, improving

the feasibility of its implementation.

4. The results of ILS can be linked easily to adaptive environments(Paredes

and Rodriguez, 2002 in [33]).

5. It is most appropriate and feasible to be implemented for hypermedia

courseware(Carver and Howard, 1999 in [33]).

2.2.5 The Dunn and Dunn Learning Style Model

Dunn[29] described learning style as the way each learner begins to concen-

trate, process, and retain new and difficult information. Dunn and Dunn

suggested that productivity style theorizes that each individual has a bi-

ological and developmental set of learning characteristics that are unique.
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They further suggested that improvements in productivity and learning

will come when instruction is provided in a manner that capitalizes on an

individuals learning strengths.

The Dunn and Dunn Learning Style Model is based on five different

categories:

1. Environmental

2. Emotional

3. Sociological

4. Physiological

5. Psychological

2.3 Adaptive Learning and Adaptive Instruction

Adaptive learning enables learners to select their modular components to

customize their learner-centric learning environments. It offers flexible so-

lutions that dynamically adapt content to fit individual’s real-time learning

needs[36].

Instructional approaches and techniques promoting adaptive learning

are called adaptive instruction[36]. In the literature, the term adaptive

instruction has been interchangeably used with individualized instruction.

However, they are different concepts. Any type of instruction presented in

a one-on-one setting can be considered as individualized instruction, but

if it is not flexible enough to meet the student’s specific learning needs, it

can not be considered as adaptive.

In [37], the authors mention three essential ingredients of adaptive in-

struction, namely, providing a variety of alternatives for learning and many

goals from which to choose, attempting to utilize and develop capabilities
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that an individual brings to the alternatives for his or her learning and to

adjust to the learners particular talents, strengths, and weaknesses, and

attempting to strengthen an individuals ability to meet the demands of

available educational opportunities and develop skills necessary for suc-

cess in the complex world.

2.3.1 History of Adaptive Learning Systems

Web-based Adaptive and Intelligent Educational Systems (AIES) inherit

their characteristics from two earlier kinds of two AIES: intelligent tutoring

systems (ITS) and adaptive hypermedia systems[2].

2.3.1.1 Intelligent Tutoring Systems

Intelligent tutoring systems (ITS) are adaptive instructional systems devel-

oped with the application of Artificial Intelligence(AI) methods and tech-

niques. ITS provides learner oriented design and much more pedagogical

knowledge implemented in the system[38]. The benefits of individualized

instruction are the essence of ITS, which uses artificial intelligence to tailor

multimedia learning.

In order to provide hints, guidance, and instructional feedback to learn-

ers, ITS systems typically rely on three types of knowledge, organized into

separate software modules (see Figure 2.2). The expert model represents

subject matter expertise and provides the ITS with knowledge of what it’s

teaching. The student model represents what the user does and doesn’t

know, and what he or she does and doesn’t have. This knowledge lets

the ITS know who it’s teaching. The instructor model enables the ITS

to know how to teach, by encoding instructional strategies used via the

tutoring system user interface[38].

An expert model is a computer representation of a domain expert’s

subject matter knowledge and problem-solving ability. This knowledge
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Figure 2.2: Components of an Intelligent Tutoring System[38]

enables the ITS to compare the learner’s actions and selections with those

of an expert in order to evaluate what the user does and doesn’t know.

The student model evaluates each learner’s performance to determine

his or her knowledge, perceptual abilities, and reasoning skills. In more

complex domains, the tutoring system can monitor a learner’s sequence of

actions to infer his or her understanding.

The instructor model encodes instructional methods that are appro-

priate for the target domain and the learner. Based on its knowledge of

a person’s skill strengths and weaknesses, participant expertise levels, and

student learning styles, the instructor model selects the most appropriate

instructional intervention. For example, if a student has been assessed

a beginner in a particular procedure, the instructor module might show

some step-by-step demonstrations of the procedure before asking the user

to perform the procedure on his or her own. It may also provide feedback,

explanations, and coaching as the participant performs the simulated pro-

cedure. As a learner gains expertise, the instructor model may decide to

present increasingly complex scenarios. It may also decide to take a back

seat and let the person explore the simulation freely, intervening with ex-

planations and coaching only upon request. Additionally, the instructor

model may also choose topics, simulations, and examples that address the
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user’s competence gaps.

[39] propose an intelligent agent to guide students throughout the

course material in the Internet. They designed an adaptive hypermedia

system. The system functions as a personal assistant to help teachers to

generate course curriculum and to help students to navigate through the

course material. The teacher generates curriculum through a user inter-

face, the curriculum is represented by a conceptual network and kept in a

database table. Then, the concepts in a course are presented to the student

via an intelligent user interface having the curriculum generated. The stu-

dent is presented with a new concept if s(he) completed the concepts that

re the prerequisites. The system constructs models of individual users,

reflecting the user’s state of knowledge. The system also has pretests at

the end of each chapter. Analyzing the answers s(he) gave to the pretest,

the student may be advised to restudy the concepts s(he) misunderstood

or forgot. The study also conduct an experimental study on the system

developed with the students of an undergraduate course offered in Com-

puter Engineering Department at METU. According to the results, it was

found that the system satisfies its objective to help the students to learn

the course concepts efficiently with the adaptive navigational support.

Since those early implementations, ITSs have been developed for a

widening variety of training applications. [38] summarizes some of these

examples. An ITS developed by Alan M. Lesgold and colleagues at the

University of Pittsburgh on behalf of a multinational semiconductor firm

trains technicians to repair complex semiconductor chip-manufacturing

equipment. Stottler Henke Associates, Incorporated (SHAI) developed

an ITS for U.S. Navy officer tactical training using simulation and auto-

mated evaluation of each student’s actions. Intelligent Tutoring Systems

were announced and avowed as the future of education and training. Un-

fortunately, despite of the success of some ITSs such as Shutes Smith-
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town and Air Force, Clanceys GIDEON and NEOMYCIN, Wollfs Meno

Tutor, Andersons LISP tutor, Nwanas FITS, Wagners SCHOLAR, Johan-

sons PROUST, etc., ITSs have not yet seen general acceptance. [40] says

that 10 years later, the ITSs community is still talking about the promise

of this technology while searching for the leverage that will encourage its

widespread adoption and classroom use. Much has to do with the com-

plexities involved in the definition and design of ITSs applications, as well

as the paradigmatic changes required of training and education organiza-

tions in the way they practice instructional design in order to realize this

new kind of education paradigm [Clancey, 1996 cited in [40]].

2.3.1.2 Adaptive Hypermedia Systems

In [41], Brusilovsky defines adaptive hypermedia as an alternative to the

traditional one-size-fits-all approach. In adaptive hypermedia systems,

there is a model of the goals, preferences and knowledge of each indi-

vidual user, which is used during the user’s interaction with the system so

that it adapts the hypertext to the meet the needs of the user.

Brusilovsky stated that the adaptive educational hypermedia was in-

spired by the area of intelligent tutoring systems and was designed to

combine the advantages of an intelligent tutoring system (ITS) and an

educational hypermedia[41]. This combination of ITS and educational hy-

permedia constitutes the adaptive hypermedia systems.

There are many adaptive hypermedia systems such as: ELM-ART[6],

InterBook[3], ACE[5], Arthur[11], etc.

2.3.2 Adaptation Techniques

There are different adaptation techniques.Brusilovsky[42] explains the adap-

tive techniques under two main categories: adaptive hypermedia technolo-

gies and intelligent tutoring techniques (See Figure 2.3 ).
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Figure 2.3: Adaptive Technologies[2]

The descriptions of the techniques in both adaptive hypermedia and

ITS are as follows:

Adaptive Presentation adapting the content of a page accessed by a

particular user to current knowledge, goals, and other characteristics

of the user.

Adaptive Navigation Support assisting the learner in hyperspace ori-

entation and navigation by changing the appearance of visible links.

Direct Guidance deciding what is the next best node for the user

to visit according users goal and other parameters represented

in the user model.

Adaptive Sorting of Links sorting all the links of a particular

page according to the user model and to some user-valuable

criteria.

Adaptive Hiding of Links restricting the navigation space by hid-

ing links to ”not relevant” pages.

Adaptive Annotation of Links augmenting the links with some

form of comments which can tell the user more about the current

state of the nodes behind the annotated links.
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Curriculum Sequencing providing the learner with the most suitable

individually planned sequence of contents to learn and learning tasks

(examples, questions, problems, etc.) to work with.

Intelligent Solution Analysis considering learner’s solutions of educa-

tional problems and telling what is wrong or incomplete and which

missing or incorrect pieces of knowledge may be responsible for the

error.

Problem Solving Support providing the student with intelligent help

on each step of problem solving - from giving a hint to executing the

next step for the student.

In[43], the author mentions four techniques for adaption such as:

Adaptive Interaction occurring at the systems interface level. It pro-

vides to facilitate the users interaction with the system, without

modifying the learning content itself. Examples may include the

employment of alternative graphical or color schemes, font sizes, etc.

Adaptive Course Delivery optimizing the fit between course contents

and user characteristics and requirements.

Content Discovery and Assembly the application of adaptive tech-

niques in the discovery and assembly of learning material, content

from potentially distributed sources / repositories

Adaptive Collaboration Support capturing adaptive support in learn-

ing processes that involve communication between multiple persons

(and, therefore, social interaction), and, potentially, collaboration

towards common objectives.

In this thesis, an adaptive learning system was developed which sup-

ports both adaptive course delivery and adaptive navigation.
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Adaptiveness is a crucial issue in todays virtual learning environments(VLE).

In [1], it is argued that VLEs are best at achieving learning effectiveness

when they adapt to the needs of individual learners. VLEs should be able

to identify learning needs and customize solutions that foster successful

learning and performance, with or without an instructor to supplement in-

struction [44].In [45], it is argued that the ultimate goals of online learning

environments are to achieve adaptive learning and help learners to create

their own knowledge. The learning environments should also be able to

support learners with learning materials that they want in a just-in-time

and personalized fashion. These systems are called Adaptive Computer

Assisted Instructions (ACAIs) [46] or Personalized VLEs (PVLEs) [47].

The most important issue of these systems is the customization of learning

environments for diverse student communities, which has been attract-

ing more and more attention by educational professionals and researchers

[48],[49].

In [50], it is stressed that a learning system is considered adaptive if it

is capable of:

• monitoring the activities of its users,

• interpreting these on the basis of domain-specific models

• inferring user requirements and preferences out of the interpreted

activities,

• appropriately representing these in associated models, and

• acting upon the available knowledge on its users and the subject

matter at hand, to dynamically facilitate the learning process.
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2.4 Approaches of Adaptive Instructional Systems

In literature, there are different approaches used for constructing an adap-

tive instructional system. [37] proposes five models for creating an adaptive

instruction.

1. The instructional objective and activity to achieve the objectives are

fixed in this model. If the learner demonstrates the appropriate initial

state of competence, then s/he can participate in the instructional

activity. Otherwise, the learner is designated as a poor learner and

is dropped out. If s/he does not demonstrate the achievement of the

objective after the activity, then the learner is allowed to repeat the

same activity or dropped out.

2. This model provides opportunity to develop appropriate initial com-

petence for students who do not have it.

3. This model deals with different types of learning. In this model, al-

ternative activities are available, and learners are assessed whether

they have the appropriate initial competence for achieving the objec-

tive through one of the alternatives. However, there are no remedial

activities for the development of the appropriate initial competence.

4. This model provides remedial activities to develop the initial compe-

tence.

5. This model allows learners to achieve different types of instructional

objectives or different levels of the same objective depending on their

individual need or ability. The learner is considered to be successful,

if any of the alternative instructional objectives are achieved.

In[51], the author provides a well-structured review of the approaches

used in adaptive instructional systems such as:
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1. Macro-adaptive instructional systems

2. Aptitute-treatment interaction models

3. Micro-adaptive instructional systems

2.4.1 Macro-Adaptive Instructional Systems

Macro-adaptive instructional systems adapts instruction on macro level

by allowing different alternatives in selecting only a few main components

of instruction such as instructional goals, depth of curriculum content,

delivery systems etc. For example, a typical pattern of teaching in a macro-

adaptive instructional system includes:

• explaining or presenting specific information

• asking questions to monitor student learning

• providing appropriate feedback for the student’s responses

There are several macro-adaptive instructional systems in literature.

Keller Plan It was developed at Columbia University in 1963. In this sys-

tems, the instruction is personalized for each student and has four

unique features: requiring mastery of each unit before moving to

the next unit; allowing self-learning pace; using textbooks and work-

books as the primary instructional means; using student proctors for

evaluating student performance and providing feedback.

Audio-Tutorial System In 1971, this system was developed at Purdue

University by applying audiovisual meadia, particularly audiotape.

This is a tutorial-like instruction using audiotapes with other mate-

rials such as texts, slides, models etc.
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PLAN A Program for Learning in Accordance with Needs(PLAN) was

developed in 1967. It allows learners to select different instructional

objectives and learning materials. For the selected instructional unit,

the students needed to study a specific instructional unit and demon-

strate a mastery before advancing to the next unit for other objec-

tives.

Mastery Learning System This system was developed by Bloom at

University of Chicago and it was a popular approach to individu-

alized instruction. According to this system, every student achieves

the given instructional objectives if sufficient time and materials are

provided. This system uses both formative and summative evalua-

tion to determine the the student’s needs for more time to learn the

given unit and to determine the mastery level.

IGE The Individually Guided Education(IGE)is more comprehensive macro-

adaptive instructional systems. It was developed in 1965 at the Uni-

versity of Wisconsin. In this system, at fist the instructional objec-

tives are determined for each student on his or her academic ability

profile,which includes diagnostic assessments in reading and math-

ematics, previous achievements, and other aptitute and motivation

data. After that, the teacher determines necessary guidance for each

student, and selects alternative instructional materials. Implemen-

tation and maintenance was found to be limited.

IPI The Individually Prescribed Instruction Sytem was developed by the

Learning, Research and Development Center at the University of

Pittsburg in 1964. According to this system, the student is assigned

to an instructional unit within a course regarding the student’s per-

formance on a placement test given before instruction.
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CMI Systems The Computer-Managed Instructional (CMI) systems are

able to diagnose student learning needs and prescribe instructional

activities appropriate for the needs. In[51] , an example of integration

of this approach and a learning management system was given. To

apply CMI approach, the learning management system gives a test

on different levels of instruction such as an instructional module,

lesson, course, and curriculum. The learning management system

evaluates each student’s performance on the test and provide specific

instructional prescriptions.

2.4.2 Aptitude-Treatment Interaction Models

In this approach, the specific instructional procedures and strategies are

adapted regarding the specific student characteristics. It is also called

aptitude-treatment interactions (ATI). Cronbach and Snow[51] defined ap-

titude as any individual characteristic that increases or impairs the stu-

dent’s probability of success in a given treatment, and defined treatments

as variations in the style of instruction. There are several studies on the

relationships between different aptitude variables and learning. According

to ATI research findings, a few representative aptitude variables are figured

out. These are explained as follows:

Intellectual Ability Snow in [51] suggested that some intellectual abil-

ities such as verbal ability, deductive and logical reasoning, spatial

relations etc. have interaction effects with instructional support. For

example, more structured and less complex instruction may be more

beneficial for a student with low intellectual ability, while less struc-

tured and more complex instruction,e.g discovery method, may be

better for students with high intellectual ability.

Cognitive Styles Cognitive styles are characteristic modes of perceiv-
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ing, remembering, thinking, problem solving, and decision making.

Field-dependent versus field-independent and impulsive versus reflec-

tive styles have been considered to be the most useful in adapting

instruction.

Learning Styles Learning styles are explained in section2.2 in detail.

Each of learning style provides some practical implications for de-

signing adaptive instruction. However, there is not yet sufficient

empirical evidence to support the value of learning styles, and no

reliable methods for assessing the different learning styles developed.

Prior Knowledge The value of prior knowledge in predicting the stu-

dent’s achievement and needs of instructional supports has been

demonstrated in many studies. According to research findings, the

higher the level of prior achievement is, the less the instructional

support required to accomplish the given task is [51].

Anxiety Many studies showed that students with high test anxiety per-

formed poorly on tests in comparison to students with low anxiety.

Achievement Motivation Although the importance of motivation with

cognitive process is known, there is little research evidence available

for understanding the interactions between affective and cognitive

variables, particularly individual differences in the interactions.

Self-Efficacy Self-efficacy is the learner’s evaluation of his or her own abil-

ity to perform a given task. Self-efficacy has an impact on people’s in-

tellectual and social behaviors, including academic achievement[52].

2.4.3 Micro-Adaptive Instructional Systems

This approach is aimed to diagnose learner’s specific learning needs during

instruction and to provide instructional prescriptions for the needs. It is
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designed to guide the learner’s ongoing learning process throughout the

instruction, and therefore the diagnosis and prescription are often contin-

uously performed from the analysis of the student’s performance on the

task. This ongoing diagnosis of the learner’s learning process is the point

where this approached differs from the other two approaches. One-on-one

tutoring is a typical example of micro-adaptive instruction. In tutoring,

the tutor selects the most appropriate information to teach based on his or

her judgement of the student’s learning ability, including prior knowledge,

intellectual ability and motivation. Then, the tutor continuously moni-

tors and diagnoses the student’s learning process and determines the next

instructional actions[51].

In[51], it is explained that micro-adaptive instructional systems have

been developed through a series of different attempts beginning with pro-

grammed instruction to the recent application of artificial intelligence (AI)

methodology for the development of intelligent tutoring systems(ITS).

Programmed instruction is a technique for presenting a subject mat-

ter to a student who can work through it at his own learning speed. It

consists of statements and tests, which direct the student to new state-

ments depending on his pattern of errors. This technique provides some

important implications for the development of more sophisticated instruc-

tional strategies made possible by the advance in computer technology.

Skinner[51] is considered as the pioneer of programmed instruction. Skin-

ner designed a teaching machine to arrange contingencies of reinforcement

in school learning. The instructional program format used in the teaching

machine had the following characteristics:It was made up of small, rela-

tively easy-to-learn steps; the student has an active role in the instructional

process; and positive reinforcement was given immediately following each

correct response[51].

The computer technology made possible to design and develop micro-
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adaptive instructional models, because the micro-adaptive model is more

sophisticated and difficult to manage. The micro-adaptive instruction uses

the temporal nature of learner abilities and characteristics as a major

source of diagnostics information. So, it has a dynamic nature. It in-

cludes more variables than the other approaches, mostly represented by

quantitative measures.

There are several studies on micro-adaptive models. These are math-

ematical model, trajectory model, Bayesian probability model, structural

and algorithmic approach. The explanations of each model is given the

following section.

Mathematical Model Mathematical learning theory is an attempt

to describe and explain behavior in quantitative terms. Atkinson[51] dis-

cusses the problem of optimizing instruction. The main principles of the

mathematical model are as follows:

1. It is possible to develop an optimal instructional strategy for a given

individual provided that a detailed model of the learning process is

available

2. Optimal learning performance can be achieved by giving each indi-

vidual sufficient time to learn

Atkinson outlined four possible strategies:

1. maximize the mean performance of the whole class

2. minimize the variance in performance for the whole class

3. maximize the number of students who score at grade level

4. maximize the mean performance for each individual

There are some criticisms of the mathematical adaptive instructional

models. One is that the learning process in the mathematical model is
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oversimplified. The other is that there is a substantial amount of student

and content data accumulated in order to make estimations for instruc-

tional diagnosis and prescription[51].

Trajectory Model: Multiple Regression Analysis Approach

In this model, numerous variables are included with the use of a multiple

regression technique to understand what may be more powerful and precise

predictive base than is obtained by considering a particular variable alone.

Hansen et.al used this model to develop and micro-adaptive model. The

procedures that the author applies were as follows[51]:

• Learning and test materials were prepared. The data was collected

from

– two measures of personality measures (locus of control and trait

anxiety),

– one measure of general aptitude related to the math and verbal

– one measure of general aptitude of a subject familiarity(pretest).

After completing the pretest, the subject was given the programmed

manual and task instructions, then the student work on the manu-

als and tool the posttest. The measures of the four entry variables

and the posttest score provides the prediction on the formulation of

adaptive grouping.

• By using the cluster analysis technique, students with similar charac-

teristics are clustered in one of a small number of mutually exclusive

groups.

• The new students receiving the adaptive treatments were classified

into one of the groups by discriminant analysis. This is a method

used to seek the linear combination of variables that will maximize
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the difference between the groups relative to the difference within

the groups.

• Multiple regression analysis was used to derive differential predictions

about the number of instructional items to assign to the student.

• The initial prescriptions derived from the group characteristics were

redefined during instruction on the basis of the student’s performance

on the immediately preceding rule posttest.

There are some limitations of this model. It does not seem to be a

very useful adaptive instructional strategy. It is limited to the adaption

of instructional amount. Also, unless the number of students to be taught

is large, this approach cannot be effective since the establishment of the

predictive database in advance requires a considerable number of students,

and this strategy cannot be applied to those students making up the initial

predictive database[51].

Bayesian Probability Model Two-step approach is used in the Bayesian

probability model to adapt instruction to individual students. In the first

step, the initial assignment of the instructional treatment is made on the

basis of pre-instructional measures. Then, in the second step, the treat-

ment prescription is continuously adjusted according to student on-task

performance data.

The Bayes’ theorem of conditional probability predicts the probabil-

ity of mastery of the new learning task from student pre-instructional

characteristics and then continuously update the probability according to

the on-task performance data(Rothen and Tennyson, 1978; Tennyson and

Chrstensen, 1988 cited in [51]).

The computer technology provides a powerful means to use all of these

adaptive instructional approaches in online learning settings. This study is
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an attempt to build a computer system which provides micro-level adaptive

instruction to be applied in learning management systems.

2.5 Review of Adaptive Learning Systems

In literature, there are many adaptive learning systems supporting differ-

ent adaptive techniques, having implemented with different technologies

and having different methodologies. These systems includes iWeaver[8],

INSPIRE[9], Arthur[11], CS388[12], AEC-ES[13], InterBook[3], ACE[5],

ELM-ART II[6],

ILESA[7], etc. Each of these adaptive systems is explained separately

by focusing on the description, the adaptation techniques supported, the

technologies used, and the pedagogical methodologies applied.

2.5.1 iWeaver

Description iWeaver is an interactive web-based adaptive learning en-

vironment. The best matching combination of media experiences

and learning tools are calculated and recommended to the learner

(Figure2.4).

Adaptation Techniques It supports only adaptive presentation, navi-

gation, link hiding and link ordering.

Technology JSP, JavaBeans, Tomcat, MySQL

Methodology iWeaver uses the Dunn and Dunn[29] learning style model

while modeling the learner. The learner completes a questionnaire

and initialize his/her profile. When the learner enters the learning

environment and is provided with different contents, two out of the

total number of four available contents each for visual text, visual

pictures, tactile kinaesthetic and auditory learners. These choices
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are tailored towards the perceptual domain of the Dunn and Dunn

learning styles model. According to the learner responses and inter-

actions with the environment, the learner profile is updated on the

fields including navigational choices, usage pattern of learning tools,

etc. To adapt, the learner model is refined and compared with the

content representation model.

(a) b)

Figure 2.4: iWeaver Interfaces: a) the auditory learner interface b)the
visual learner interface[8]

2.5.2 INSPIRE

Description INSPIRE is an adaptive intelligent system for personalized

instruction in a remote environment. It adapts the lessons according

to the learner’s knowledge level, learning style and follows his/her

progress.

Adaptation Techniques INSPIRE involves curriculum sequencing, adap-

tive navigation, adaptive presentation techniques.

Technology ASP, SQL Server, ActiveX Data Objects(ADO), IIS Web

Server

Methodology It is based on Honey and Mumfor’s[15] learning style model.

The learner model involves general information,learning style and
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knowledge. The knowledge of the learner on the lesson is catego-

rized as Insufficient, Rather Sufficient, Almost Sufficient, Sufficient.

According to the knowledge level, the learner’s access to appropriate

content which are categorized as Remember, Use, Find. For example,

if the knowledge level of the learner has been evaluated as Insufficient

on a number of outcome concepts, then, s/he has to study the edu-

cational material of the Remember level on these outcome concepts

and their entire prerequisite ones.

2.5.3 Arthur

Description Arthur is a web-based instruction system that provides adap-

tive instruction. It makes use of several different styles of instruction

from different instructors and provides them to each learner.

Adaptation Techniques It supports adaptive presentation.

Technology Java Applet, Java Sockets, Intelligent FAQ, Knowledge Base,

SQL Database

Methodology Student learning style is detected and tuned by means of

case-based reasoning techniques. The instructors from the same dis-

cipline work together and construct the concept map of the course.

When the learner enters Arthur, the first concept of one of the course

modules from the instruction pool is delivered by chance. When

the learner takes a short evaluation quiz, the concept becomes ter-

minated. The student must pass each section with a score of eight

percent or better in order to continue within the current course mod-

ule. When a learner passes a concept, then, Arthur assumes that the

instruction style used in that section matches the learner’s learning

style. When the learner fails in the questions of the quiz, the sys-
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tem uses this information while classifying the future learners. The

system summary of the tool is summarized in Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5: System Summary of Arthur[11]

2.5.4 CS383

Description CS383 is a computer systems course. It provides a vast

array of media elements to support the transfer of information. It

provides: 143 audio files, 63 graphic files, 57 digital movies, instructor

slideshows for every lesson, lesson objectives, notetaking guides, a

student legacy system with over 471 student papers and slideshows

from previous semesters, and 300 pages of course hypertext with 178

cross references, 678 terms with pop-up definitions, and 600 terms

that students can search.

Adaptation Techniques It provides adaptive presentation.

Technology CGI

Methodology It is based on the Felder-Silverman[14] learning style model.In

the study, the learning style dimensions and the adaptive strategies
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are figured out for some of learner actions. For example, for the

learner’s view lesson objectives action, it is explained that:

• Lesson objectives particularly address global, verbal, and intu-

itive learners.

• Global learners appreciate the lesson overview before the details

are presented. Students can also scan the objectives of different

lessons or the entire course and determine the ”big picture.”

• Lesson objectives also address verbal learners. Verbal learners

prefer words, either oral or written, as their preferred method

of learning.

• Finally, intuitive learners respond to concepts and the lesson

objectives detail the main concepts of the course.

The learner profile is initialized through a survey. The appropriate

content is determined by using the learner profiles. Certain media

are inherently appropriate to different learning styles. For example,

slide-shows, graphics, and digital movies clearly appeal to visual-

learners while the course hypertext with its text-based, hierarchical,

presentation of material appeals to verbal, sequential learners. In

the study, each course tool was rated on a scale from 0 to 100 to

determine the amount of support for each learning style. This rating

was combined with the student profile to produce a unique ranking of

each media type from the perspective of the student’s unique profile.

This ranking will differ from course to course depending on the course

and media content. Different courses, media, and instructors will

result in different tool ratings[12].
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2.5.5 AEC-ES

Description AEC-ES is an adaptive educational system based on cogni-

tive styles. According to[13], the cognitive style is the form of cogni-

tive activity such as thinking, perceiving and remembering, learning

style, on the other hand, is broader concept including cognitive along

with affective and physiological styles.

Adaptation Techniques AEC-ES system involves adaptive content de-

livery, adaptive presentation and adaptive navigation support.

Technology ASP, DHTML and JavaScript

Methodology AEC-ES functions on top of the most well known cognitive

styles, field dependence/independence (FD/FI). The field-dependent

learners are supported with navigational support tools such as con-

cept map, graphical path indicator and advanced organizer. The

field-independent learners are given more control by providing a

menu from which they can proceed with the course in any order.

In AEC-ES, the learner was modeled using the following items[13]:

• Personal Profile

– username

– password

• Cognitive Profile

– Cognitive Style

– Program Control

– Learner Control

– Advance Organizer

– Post Organizer

– Graphics Path Indicator
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• Knowledge Profile

– Concept 1

∗ Unknown

∗ Known

∗ Learned

∗ Well-Learned

– Concept 2

– ...

2.5.6 InterBook

Description InterBook is a tool for delivering adaptive textbooks on the

World Wide Web. Interbook allows the creation of adaptive elec-

tronic textbooks based on hierarchically structured MS-Word files.

Courses compiled with Interbook provide individual guidance to stu-

dents by annotating the navigational structure of the hypertext due

to the users learning progress, by generating individually learning

paths and by personalized embedding of exercises (Figure2.6).

Adaptation Techniques It supports adaptive annotation and adaptive

presenation technology.

Technology LISP, Common Lisp Hypermedia Server CL-HTTP, HTML

and RTF.

Methodology The InterBook approach uses two kinds of knowledge:

knowledge about the domain being taught (represented in the form of

a domain model) and knowledge about the students (represented in

the form of individual student models). Interbook uses domain con-

cepts which are elementary pieces of knowledge for the given domain.
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The documents in Interbook are units from indexed electronic text-

books. The knowledge about the learner involves the grades for each

concept. The grade might be Beginner-Knowledge, Intermediate-

Knowledge, Expert-Knowledge, and No-Knowledge.

Figure 2.6: InterBook[3]

2.5.7 ACE

Description ACE(Adaptive Courseware Environment) It is a WWW-

based tutoring framework which combines methods of knowledge

representation, instructional planning, and adaptive media genera-

tion to deliver individualized courseware via the WWW.

Adaptation Techniques It supports curriculum sequencing, adaptive

presentation and adaptive navigation.
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Technology Java, HTML

Methodology ACE is based on a domain model of the subject matter, a

pedagogical model on how to teach a curriculum, and learner mod-

eling on different levels, e.g., preferences, interests, and knowledge.

The domain the model is built on a conceptual network of learning

units. Learning units can either be sections or concepts. The peda-

gogical model represents the instructors knowledge of how to teach

units. It consists of both teaching strategies and diagnostic knowl-

edge. There are certain rules implemented in ACE to select appro-

priate teaching strategies based on learner characteristics such as if a

learner is not familiar with prerequisites of the current unit, then it

gives warning, introduction and hyperlink to prerequisite testing as a

teaching strategy. The diagnostic knowledge is obtained from several

types of questionnaires and user dialog. The learner model consists

of the learner settings, the knowledge model, and the interest model.

The learner model consists of three main parts:

• The learner settings stores information about the learner pref-

erences for language, media, interface settings, personal anno-

tations, and current courseware booked by the student.

• The knowledge model consists of the units a learner worked

on. Learned units have confidence values depending on the ex-

periences of a learner with a unit. They defined three confi-

dence values such as tested confidence when the leaner takes a

test, requested confidence when learner request information of

any type, and inferred confidence when the system infer some

knowledge through learner actions.

• The interest model contains the interest clusters a learner is in-

terested in and dynamically builds hypotheses about the learn-
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ers interests.

A sample screeon shot of ACE is given in Figure 2.7.

Figure 2.7: A sample screen from presentation in ACE[5]

2.5.8 ELM-ART II

Description ELM-ART (The Episodic Learning Model: The Adaptive

Remote Tutor) II, an intelligent interactive educational system to

support learning programming in LISP. It provides all learning mate-

rial online in the form of an adaptive interactive textbook. It makes

use of ELM-PE, a knowledge-based programming environment for

learning LISP (Figure2.8).

Adaptation Techniques It supports adaptive navigation, curriculum se-

quencing, intelligent solution analysis, and problem solving support
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Technology Common LISP Hypermedia Server CL-HTTP, LISP, CGI,

HTML

Methodology ELM-ART II represents knowledge about units to be learned

with the electronic textbook in terms of a conceptual network[42].

Units are organized hierarchically into lessons, sections, subsections,

and terminal pages.

It has episodic learner modeling (ELM). It means that it stores

knowledge about the learner in terms of a collection of episodes.

In the sense of case-based learning, such episodes can be viewed as

cases[42]. To construct the model, the code produced by a learner is

analyzed in terms of the domain knowledge on the one hand and a

task description on the other hand. This cognitive diagnosis yield to

a derivation tree of concepts and rules the learner might have used

to solve the problem. These concepts and rules are instantiations of

units from the knowledge base. The episodic learner model is made

up of these instantiations.

The content that best fits the current learning situation is chosen on

the basis of the individual episodic learner model. Episodic learner

modeling is well suited for diagnosing complete and incomplete so-

lutions to problems and giving individualized help.
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Figure 2.8: Example of a textbook page with an exercise using ELM-
ART[6]

2.5.9 ILESA

Description ILESA is a web-based intelligent learning environment de-

veloped to help teachers in the task of teaching the Simplex Algo-

rithm. The Simplex Algorithm was developed by Dantzig in 1940

and is an iterative procedure to solve linear programming problems,

that consists in finding the optimum of a linear function subject to a

number of linear constraints. The interaction with ILESA will start

when the teacher considers that the student has the necessary theo-

retical background to begin to solve problems. At first, ILESA will

propose easy problems, which will increase in difficulty as the student

exhibits more competence in solving them, with the goal of being ca-

pable of solving any linear programming problem. It is also able to

detect mistakes, inform the student and offer help to fix them[7].
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Adaptation Techniques adaptive presentation and problem solving sup-

port

Technology Java (version 1.1.4), HTML

Methodology From a pedagogic point of view, the system can be classi-

fied in the category of coached problem solving systems. The systems

has the following modules:

The Expertise Module The domain of this system is an iterative

algorithm, so the expert module is a linear programming prob-

lems solver.

Student Diagnosis Module In the study, they defined 22 skills for

solving Simplex Algorithm. The student model consists of an

array of numbers between 0 and 5 (each number is associated to

one of the these basic skills and represents the confidence in the

student to have developed that skill) that is updated according

to the student’s answers, and a number that indicates which

type of problem must be posed to the student.

Problem Generator This module is used to generate an unlim-

ited number of problems for the student, providing always the

adequate type and level of problem.

Instructional Module This module manages the learning strategy

to control the pedagogic functioning of the system. For example,

if the student has to select the entering vector from a choice of

three vectors, ILESA will ask him to explain his selection, to

discourage students from guessing.

The Student Interface This module allows the student to interact

with the system.
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CHAPTER 3

Agent Technology

Agents are being used in an increasingly wide variety of applications, rang-

ing from comparatively small systems such as email filters, to large, open,

complex, mission critical systems such as air traffic control[53]. Agent tech-

nology is a new paradigm for developing software applications in education

domains.

This chapter introduces some basic concepts such as intelligent agents,

agent types, and agent application domains. A review of the pedagogical

agents in education application domain are given at the end of the chapter.

The aim of this chapter is to help the reader to understand why agent

technology is seen as a fundamentally important new tool for building

adaptive learning environments.

3.1 Intelligent Agents

Nwan and Ndumu [54] defines agent as a component of software and/or

hardware that is capable of acting exactingly in order to accomplish tasks
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on behalf of its user.

Ferber [55] proposes the following definition that Something can be

called an agent if it is a physical or virtual entity that:

• is able to act in an environment,

• can communicate directly with other agents,

• is driven by a group of tendencies [... ],

• has its own resources,

• is able to perceive its environment (but in a limited way),

• has only a partial representation of this environment (and possibly

none),

• has skills and offers services,

• may be able to reproduce,

• whose behavior aims to satisfy its objectives, by taking account of the

resources and skills that it possesses, and according to its perception,

of its representations and the communications that it receives.

According to [56], agents are described as programs, used extensively on

the Web, that perform tasks such as retrieving and delivering information

and automating repetitive tasks.

According to Croft[57], agent is one that is authorized to act for an-

other. Agents possess the characteristics of delegacy, competency, and

amenability. Delegacy means discretionary authority to autonomously act

on behalf of the client. Actions include making decisions, committing re-

sources, and performing tasks. Competency is the capability to effectively

manipulate the problem domain environment to accomplish the prereq-

uisite tasks. Competency includes specialized communication proficiency.
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Amenability is the ability to adapt behavior to optimize performance in

an often non-stationary environment in responsive pursuit of the goals of

the client. Amenability may be combined with accountability.

Software agent is an artificial agent which operates in a software en-

vironment [57]. Intelligent Software Agent (ISA) is a software agent that

uses Artificial Intelligence (AI) in the pursuit of the goals of its clients [57].

Artificial Intelligence is the imitation of human intelligence by mechan-

ical means. Clients, then, can reduce human workload by delegating to

ISAs tasks that normally would require human-like intelligence.

Many researchers that formerly referred to their work as AI are now ac-

tively engaged in agent technology. Thus the word agent by itself generally

connotes ISAs in the terms of the present-day research community.

Delegacy for ISAs is far more absolute. ISAs have the capability to

generate and implement novel rules of behavior which human beings may

never have the opportunity or desire to review. As ISAs can engage in

extensive logical planning and inferencing, the relationship of trust be-

tween the client and the agent is or must be far greater, especially when

the consumption of client resources is committed for reasons unexplained

or multiple complex operations are actuated before human observers can

react.

Competency as practiced by ISAs adds higher order functionality to the

mix of capabilities. In addition to communicating with their environment

to collect data and actuate changes, ISAs can often analyze the information

to find non-obvious or hidden patterns, extracting knowledge from raw

data. Environmental modes of interaction are richer, incorporating the

media of humans such as natural language text, speech, and vision.

Amenability in ISAs can include self-monitoring of achievement toward

client goals combined with continuous, online learning to improve perfor-

mance. Adaptive mechanisms in ISAs mean that they are far less brittle
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to changes in environment and may actually improve. In addition, client

responsiveness may go so far as to infer what a client wants when the client

himself does not know or cannot adequately express the desired goals in

definitive terms.

According to [58], on the Internet, an intelligent agent (or simply an

agent) is a program that gathers information or performs some other ser-

vice without your immediate presence and on some regular schedule. Typ-

ically, an agent program, using parameters you have provided, searches all

or some part of the Internet, gathers information you’re interested in, and

presents it to you on a daily or other periodic basis. An agent is sometimes

called a bot (short for robot).

Other agents have been developed that personalize information on a

Web site based on registration information and usage analysis. Other

types of agents include specific site watchers that tell you when the site

has been updated or look for other events and analyst agents that not only

gather but organize and interpret information for you.

3.2 Agent Types

Agent is an umbrella term that covers a range of other more specific agent

types. In [54], the authors mention six type of agents. These agent types

and their brief descriptions are as follows:

3.2.1 Collaborative agents

Collaborative agents interact with each other to share information. They

emphasize autonomy and cooperate with other agents in order to perform

certain tasks for their owners in open and time-constrained multi-agent

environments[54]. They negotiate in order to reach an agreement. Collab-

orative agents help to solve the large scale problems which are too large for
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a centralized single agent. They are also seemed to be a solution to inher-

ently distributed problems. An examples for collaborative agents includes

ADEPT[59] used in business process re-engineering[54].

3.2.2 Interface agents

Interface agent is the personal assistant collaborating with the user. Col-

laborative agents collaborates with other agents, but interface agents col-

laborate with the user. Interface agents make less work for the end user

and application developer and it can adapt, over time, to its user’s pref-

erences and habits[54]. In literature, there are several interface agents use

such as Calendar Agent[60] as assisting its user in scheduling meetings and

learning the preferences and commitments of its users, and Letizia[61], a

keyword and heuristics-based search agent assisting in web browsing.

3.2.3 Mobile agents

Mobile agents are software agents that are capable of roaming wide area

networks, moving to the foreign hosts, performing tasks on there and re-

turning home having performed the responsibilities set[54]. Mobile agent

frameworks are currently rare, however, due to the high level of trust re-

quired to accept a foreign agent onto one’s data server. Sony’s Magic Link

PDA is an example mobile agent product. It assists in managing the user’s

email, fax, phone, and pager as well as linking the user to TeleScript en-

able messaging and communication services. TeleScript is an interpreted

object-oriented and remote programming language[54].

3.2.4 Information/Internet agents

Information agents are responsible for managing, manipulating, or collat-

ing information from many distributed sources. After WWW, it becomes

very difficult to manage information. These agents meet the needs for
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information management issues[54]. Information agents can also be a mo-

bile agent when necessary. An example for Information agents is Jasper

agent[62]. It is used to store, retrieve, summarize ad inform other agents

of information useful to them found on WWW.

3.2.5 Reactive Agents

Reactive agents are also known as autonomous agents. In [54], these agents

are described in a way that these agents do not posses internal, symbolic

models of their environments; instead they respond in a stimulus-response

manner to the present state of the environment in which they are embed-

ded. The motivation behind the reactive agents it that they would be more

robust and fault-tolerant than other agent-based systems.

3.2.6 Hybrid Agents

Hybrid agent is a single agent which combines two or more different agent’s

philosophies to gain the maximum benefit.

3.3 Agent Application Domains

For any new technology to be considered as useful in the computer mar-

ketplace, the agents must offer one of two things:

1. the ability to solve problems that have been beyond the scope of

automation, either because no existing technology could be used or

because it was considered too expensive

2. the ability to solve problems that can already be solved in a signifi-

cantly better (cheaper, more natural, easier, more efficient, or faster)

way.

There are several application domains that agents are applied to solve

problems. These are[54]:
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• Industrial Applications

• Commercial Applications

• Medical Applications

• Entertainment

In industrial applications, agents are mostly used in process control,

manufacturing, and air-traffic control. In commercial application, the in-

formation management, electronic commerce, and business process man-

agement are the areas in which agents are applied. Kashbah[63] is an

example for an agent working in the area of e-commerce. ADEPT[59] is

an example agent used in this application domain. Medical informatics is

a major growth area in computer science. Agents are used in the areas

of health care and patient monitoring. The other field for using agents is

entertainment. The agents have an obvious role in computer games, inter-

active theater, and related virtual reality applications: such systems tend

to be full of semi-autonomous animated characters, which can naturally

be implemented as agents [54].

3.4 Agents in Education, Pedagogical Agents

Another application domain in which agents can solve many problems

is the field of distance education. There are several difficulties for the

instructors to provide an effective teaching in online learning settings such

as:

• changing teaching styles to that of a mentor, tutor, and facilitator

when necessary,

• meeting the needs of distance students without face-to-face contact,
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• changing the course content to accommodate diverse student needs

and expectations.

• giving immediate feedback,

• assessing student performance using different assessment strategies.

It is aimed to use agents to solve these problems and help both online

instructors and learner to overcome the problems of distance education.

3.4.1 Definition of Pedagogical Agents

The agents in education are defined as pedagogical agents. Pedagogical

agents are autonomous agents that support human learning, by interacting

with learning in the context of interactive learning environments [64].

Pedagogical agents are autonomous agents that support human learn-

ing by interacting with students in the context of interactive learning en-

vironments. They extend and improve upon previous work on intelligent

tutoring systems in a number of ways. They adapt their behavior to the

dynamic state of the learning environment, taking advantage of learning

opportunities as they arise. They can support collaborative learning as

well as individualized learning, because multiple students and agents can

interact in a shared environment[64].

Jafari[65] conceptualizes three types of pedagogical agents to assist

teachers and students and to expand the capabilities of CMS into an in-

telligent teaching and learning environment. These intelligent agents and

their descriptions are as follows:

• Digital Teaching Agent is a personal agent that can be configured

by its owner, the human instructor. The responsibilities of this agents

are given in the following:
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– know if and when students worked on assignments, for how long,

or what types of collaboration they used,

– dynamically aware of student participation in a course,

– assist a discouraged student before s/he drops out,

– assist course instructor with course operation and maintenance.

• Digital Tutor assist students with specific learning needs.

– act as a smart search engine, finding specific resources to solve

learning needs,

– depending on the level of its sophistification, it could ”learn”

and become more expert and useful as it provides more assis-

tance to a student and receives more feedback,

– knows students strengths and weaknesses on a learning objec-

tive,

– act as a communication agent, dynamically show the list of

online students within a course.

• Digital Secretary assists students and instructor in various logis-

tical and administrative assistant needs.

– One task might be ”out-of-office” e-mail notification,

– Digital secretary offer more intelligent and sophisticated ser-

vices than the out-of-service agent, for example: send a differ-

ent auto-response e-mail to only those students taking a specific

undergraduate course or those in the course that meets in the

evening.
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3.4.2 Review of Pedagogical Agents

There are several pedagogical agents developed in literature. This section

provides a review of these agents.

3.4.2.1 PPP Persona

Description It is developed by Andr, Rist and Mller at the German Re-

search Centre for Artificial Intelligence (DFKI). PPP Persona is an

animated pedagogical agent for interactive WWW presentations. It

can be used for showing, explaining, and verbally commenting tex-

tual and graphical output on a window-based interface. The persona

appears in many forms. Currently there are two cartoon figures and

three 3D models. The persona guides the learner through Web-based

material using presentation acts (e.g. pointing) to draw attention to

elements of the Web pages, and provide commentary via synthesized

speech. The PPP system generates multimedia presentation plans

for the persona to deliver (Figure3.1).

Adaptation Techniques Adaptive presentation

Technology Java, HTML

Methodology PPP persona executes this plan adaptively, modifying it

in real-time based on user actions such as repositioning the agent on

the screen or asking questions. It follows the client/server paradigm,

i.e, some client applications can send requests for executing presen-

tation tasks to the server. However, to achieve a lively and appealing

behavior of the animated agent, the server autonomously performs

some actions, eg. to span pauses or to react immediately to user

interactions. While the user views the presentation, the agent can

comment on particular parts and highlight them through pointing
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gestures. The repertoire of the personas presentation includes ges-

tures expressing approval or disapproval, warning or recommenda-

tion, etc.

Figure 3.1: PPP Persona[17]

3.4.2.2 The SQL Tutor

Description SQL-Tutor is an ITS for assisting students in learning the

database query language, SQL. The system is aimed at upper-level

undergraduates. It is developed as a guided discovery learning envi-

ronment that provides facilities to verify students solutions and assist

them in solving problems, if required (Figure3.2).

Adaptation Techniques Problem Solving Support

Technology Common Lisp (CL) HTTP server, HTML

Methodology SQL-Tutor consists of a user interface, pedagogical mod-

ule and a student modeller. The pedagogical module (PM) selects
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problems for the student and generates appropriate feedback. When

a solution to a problem is submitted, PM sends it to the student

modeller. The student modeller checks whether the solution is cor-

rect or incorrect and updates the student model. SQL-Tutor is based

on a constraint-based modelling(CBM) that focuses on student er-

rors. The domain knowledge in CBM is represented as constraints

and is used to identify errors. The assumption of CBM is that the

diagnostic information is not in the sequence of student actions, but

is in the final state. The level of feedback determines the amount of

information provided to the student. The system provides six levels

of feedback: positive/negative, error flag, hint, partial solution, all

errors and complete solution.

Figure 3.2: User Interface of SQL-Tutor (Web version)[66]
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3.4.2.3 ADELE (Agent for Distance Learning Environments)

Description ADELE uses a client-side ITS and it includes a graphical

agent. It was constructed on a web-delivered trauma care course.

The students in that course had to learn a correct procedural se-

quence for assessing an injured patient. The agent notifies the current

status of the patient by playing sample audio tracks such as breath

sounds. When students does not follow the steps in the procedure,

ADELE interrupts and warn the student about the his/her incorrect

action. The agent can then prompt the student to continue, using

the correct procedure. When the procedure is complete, students can

query ADELE for further comments. A sample interface of ADELE

is given in Figure3.3.

Adaptation Techniques It supports adaptive presentation.

Technology Java Applet, HTML, Simulation authoring tools such as

VIVIDS and Emulteks RAPID

Methodology It is responsible for monitoring student, recording student

actions, adapting courseware presentation as needed and reporting

student performance to the central server at the end of the session.

ADELEs system consists of two main components: the pedagogical

agent and the simulation. The pedagogical agent consists further

of two sub-components, the reasoning engine and the animated per-

sona. ADELE has been adopted for a case-based clinical diagnosis

application, where this is used to highlight interesting aspects of the

case, and monitor and give feedback as the student works through a

case.
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Figure 3.3: ADELE instructs a student to answer a quiz after the student
elects a urine dipstick test [8]

3.4.2.4 Herman the Bug

Description The Design-A-Plant is a knowledge-based learning environ-

ment for the domain of botanical anatomy and physiology. Herman

the Bug is an animated pedagogical agent living in this environment

(Figure3.4).

Adaptation Techniques Adaptive Navigation

Technology Unknown

Methodology Herman observes students actions as they build plants that

can thrive in a given set of environmental conditions and provides

explanations and hints. In the process of explaining and hinting,

Herman performs various actions, such as walking, flying, swimming,

teleporting, etc.
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Figure 3.4: Herman the Bug[67]

3.5 Agent Development Environments

There are several java-based agent development environments such as ABLE[68],

AgentBuilder[69], Aglets[70], FIPA-OS[71], JADE[19], JATLite[72], etc.

In this study, JADE was chosen as the agent development environment.

The brief descriptions about JADE and other agent development environ-

ments are provided below.

ABLE (Agent Building ad Learning Environment)[68] is a Java frame-

work, component library, and productivity tool kit for building in-

telligent agents using machine learning and reasoning. The ABLE

research project is made available by the IBM T. J. Watson Re-

search Center. ABLE provides a set of reusable JavaBean compo-

nents, called AbleBeans, along with several flexible interconnection

methods for combining those components to create software agents.

It provides a graphical user interface-based interactive development

environment [73]. It is possible to obtain information about ABLE

at www.alphaWorks.ibm.com/tect/able.
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AgentBuilder[69] is an integrated software toolkit that allows software

developers to quickly develop intelligent software agents and agent-

based applications. It is developed by Reticular Systems Inc. There

are two main products int AgentBuilder toolkit such as Agent Builder

Lite and AgentBuilder PRO. The former is suitable for building

single-agent standalone applications and small agencies. The latter

one has all features of Lite plus an advanced suite of tools for testing

and building multi-agent systems[69]. This toolkit uses a high-level,

agent-oriented programming language and provides a suite of graphi-

cal programming tools for configuring agents and specifying their be-

haviors. AgentBuilder is intended to enable developers who have no

artificial intelligent background to build intelligent applications. In

addition to agent-level development and debugging tools, it provides

a set of graphical project management and domain analysis tools[73].

It is possible to find additional information on AgentBuilder’s Web

site at www.agentbuilder.com.

Aglets[70] are Java objects that can move from one host on the Internet

to another. Aglets are developed by IBM. That is, an aglet that

executes on one host can suddenly halt execution, dispatch itself to

a remote host, and resume execution there. When the aglet moves,

it takes along its program code as well as its data. IBM turned

over the source to the open source community. IBM provides API

documentation and the Aglets software development kit[73]. One

can refer to www.trl.ibm.co.jp/aglets.

FIPA-OS[71] is an environment developed at Nortel Networks. There is

an agent communication language standard, named FIPA[74]. FIPA

is an IEEE Computer Society standards organization that promotes

agent-based technology and the interoperability of its standards with
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other technologies. FIPA, the standards organization for agents

and multi-agent systems was officially accepted by the IEEE as its

eleventh standards committee on 8 June 2005. FIPA specifications

represent a collection of standards which are intended to promote

the interoperation of heterogeneous agents and the services that they

can represent[73][71]. FIPA-OS is an open-agent platform that sup-

ports communication using FIPA. It provides the set of platform

services that are specified in the FIPA agent standards, including

an agent management system for life-cycle management, a direc-

tor facilitator or yellow pages service, and an agent communication

channel for FIPA-compliant messaging and interaction protocols.

For more information about FIPA-OS, one can refer to http://fipa-

os.sourceforge.net

JADE[19] is a FIPA-compliant java agent development environment de-

veloped at CSELT S.p.A in Torino, Italy. It is developed to create

multi-agent systems applications. JADE provides a set of tools for

debugging and deploying distributed agents. It provides a set of

agent services including an agent-naming service, transport proto-

cols, yellow pages service, and interaction protocols that are FIPA

compliant. A GUI is provided for remote monitoring and control of

agents that are running on the JADE agent platform[73][19]. Addi-

tional information can be found in http://sharon.cselt.it/projects/

jade/home.htm.

JATLite[72] is Java Agent Template Lite involving a set of lightweight

Java packages being developed at Stanford University can be used

to build multi-agent systems. JATLite (Java Agent Template, Lite)

is a package of programs written in the Java language that allow

users to quickly create new software ”agents” that communicate ro-
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bustly over the Internet. The most unique feature of the JATLite is

the agent infrastructure packaged with it. Traditional agent systems

use an Agent NameServer (ANS) for making connections between

agents. With the JATLite infrastructure, all agents make a single

connection to the AMR. The AMR forwards all agent messages by

name to the last known IP address. Further, just like an email sys-

tem, the AMR buffers all messages and saves them until the receiving

agent acknowledges receipt with a delete message to the AMR[72].

For more information, one can refer to http://java.stanford.edu/java-

agent/html.
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CHAPTER 4

A Conceptual Framework for Adaptive

Learning Systems

In this study, a conceptual framework for adaptive learning systems is

given. The framework is based on the idea that the adaptiveness is the

best matching between the learner profile and the course content profile.

The learning styles of learners and content type of learning material are

used to match the learner to the most suitable content.

The conceptual framework involves learner profile, course content pro-

file, the matching strategies between learner and course content profiles,

and the initialization and update strategies of the profiles. The framework

is based on the idea that the effectiveness of the adaptiveness is highly

dependent on how much we know about the learner and how much the

available content fits to the learner profile. Therefore, we need to model

the learner and the course content. The matching process is between the

style of the learner and the type of the content. The style of the learner is

configured using learning style theories. In this study, we used 30 content
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types. These are as given in Table4.1.

Table 4.1: 30 Content Types used in the framework

Activity Advance Organizer Audio Concept
Concept Map Critique Data Definition
Diagram Discussion Example Exercise
Experiment Fact Formula Image
Index Innovation New Concept Principle
Problem solving Procedure Question HyperText
Slide Syllabus Table Text
Theory Video

Different content types have been used in previous studies. The con-

tent can be a diagram, question, exercise, experiment, figure, graph, text,

table, or slide which is retrieved from type of learning resources defined by

IEEE LOM Metadata specification[18]. Howard et. al. used hyperText,

slides, audio and video content types were used in the study [75]. Con-

cept, example, activity are the content types referred in [76]. Diagram,

fact, procedure, innovation, theory content types are mentioned as type of

learning resources in [33]. The rest of the content types are derived from

the descriptions provided by the learning style model[14].

According to the learner profile, we try to find the appropriate content

using these content types.

4.1 Learner Profile

Learner modeling is crucial to provide adaptive instruction. Each learner

requires an individualized student model. The better we model our learn-

ers, the more we know the personalization needs of them. To know the

learner, we need to keep a variety of information about the learner, such as,

learning styles, domain knowledge, progress, preferences, goals, interests,

etc. In this study, as in[77], we model the learner according to three factors
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which are behavioral factors, knowledge factors, and personality factors.

4.1.1 Behavioral Factors

The behavioral factors involve the actions of the learner performed in the

LMS module. The learner action information involves the following fields:

• identity of the action,

• identity of the learner,

• owner of the action (LMS or any other systems),

• name of the action (search, view lecture notes, login etc.),

• time to start action,

• time to end action

• description of the action

• number of occurrences of each 32 media types (In case of view content

action, if the learner views a content with 3 charts and 1 concept map,

than increase the count for these types)

4.1.2 Knowledge Factors

Our framework is based on the idea that the course content material must

be kept away from the adaptive learning system. The adaptive learning

system is supposed to apply a mechanism to select the appropriate content

type resource to the learner. To achieve this, it is not necessary to keep the

all information about the learning resources. The following fields are found

sufficient to store the learner’s knowledge levels on the course content.

• identity of the content
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• identity of the content item (each course concept)

• type of the content item (one or more of 32 content types)

• the knowledge level of the learner (UNDERSTOOD, NOT UNDER-

STOOD, MISUNDERSTOOD)

• exam results

• last modified date

4.1.3 Personality Factors

To keep variety of information about the learner, we use both the learning

style information and the learning standards. There are several standards

defined for modeling the learner. Two most popular standards are IMS

LIP(Instructional Management Systems Learner Information Package)[78],

IEEE PAPI(Public and Private Information)[79]. In this study, we chose

IMS LIP as the learning standard. It is possible to convert IMS LIP to

IEEE PAPI whenever needed. The IMS LIP specification addresses the in-

teroperability of the Internet-based learner information systems with other

systems that support the Internet learning environment. The IMS LIP in-

volves the information such as biographic and demographic data relevant

to learning; career and other objectives and aspirations; qualifications,

certifications and licenses granted by recognized authorities; any learning-

related activity(informal education, training, work experience, and mili-

tary or civic service) in any state of completion; transcript; information

describing hobbies and recreational activities; skills, knowledge, and abil-

ities acquired in the cognitive, affective, and/or psychomotor domains;

membership of professional organizations; the set of passwords, and se-

curity keys. It is possible to obtain more information about IMS LIP at

http://www.imsglobal.org/profiles.
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Although the standards cover lots of information, they are incapable

of providing the personalization information[77]. Learning style is very

important in adaptation. For this reason, IMS LIP does not provide this

information. Therefore, we decided to use the personality factors including

the learner’s IMS LIP and the learning style information. Learners have

different ways of perception, construction, and retention of knowledge.

These differences which occur during the learning process are unique to

each individual based on many factors like previous experiences, mental

abilities, and personal characteristics. In order to provide adapted instruc-

tion, the learning styles must be concerned and instructors must ask how

can this learner achieve more? instead of why is this learner not high-

achiever?. There is different learning style models used in the literature.

These are as follows:

• Dunn, Dunn and Price Model[29]

• Felder-Silverman Model[14]

• The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator[25]

• Kolb’s Learning Style Model[28]

• Honey and Mumford’s Typology of Learners[15]

In this study, the Felder-Silverman model was taken as the core learn-

ing style model which is one of the most widely used models. The Felder-

Silverman model classifies students according to where they fit on a num-

ber of scales pertaining to the ways they receive and process information.

Felder and Silverman provides definitions of learning styles which are de-

scribed as follows[35]:

Active Active learners like to try things out and see how they work and

like to work with others.
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Reflective Reflective learners like to think things through first.

Sensing Sensors like to learn facts, use well established methods. They

are practical and careful.

Intuitive Intuitors tend to work fast and be innovative and can often

handle abstract and mathematical concepts well.

Visual Visual learners like diagrams, pictures, graphs and films.

Verbal Verbal learners get more out of words heard and written.

Sequential Sequential learners like to work in linear steps that follow

logically.

Global Global learners like to jump in, absorb material nearly at random

and then get the big picture.

The fields kept about personality factors in the framework as follows:

• IMS(Instructional Management System) Learner Information Pack-

age

– qualifications, certifications and licenses granted by recognized

authorities

– learning-related activity (informal education, training, work ex-

perience, and military or civic service)

– transcript

– hobbies and recreational activities

– skills, knowledge, and abilities acquired in the cognitive, affec-

tive, and/or psychomotor domains

– membership of professional organizations

• Learning Style Information
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– Sensing

– Intuitive

– Active

– Reflective

– Visual

– Verbal

– Sequential

– Global

• Additional Fields

– Last update date of the style information

– Last update date of the IMS LIP information

4.2 Course Content Profile

Similar to the learner profile, we construct a course content profile. Course

content profile has the following fields:

• Identity of the course

• Number of occurrences of each 30 content types

As an example, suppose we are offering a Java Programming course.

We have several lecture notes for the same course, each lecture note having

different content types, namely course content summaries. Table4.2 gives

different course content summaries.

Note that some of the content types might overlap. For example, a

content object may involve a text content type explaining a fact. In this

case, the content type counts are calculated separately.
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Table 4.2: Samples Content Type Definitions of Content Resources

Contents Activity Audio Chart Concept ... Video
I 4 7 8 5 ... 2
II 2 1 6 3 ... 9
III 14 4 12 9 ... 5

4.3 Course Content Classification

In this study, we provide a method to classify the learner actions and

update the learner style information. This method bases on the learning

style dimensions. Since the learner actions are classifies according to using

32 content types, we need to specify the contents and the corresponding

learning style dimensions in the same way. According to Felder[14],

• Sensors like facts, data, and experimentation; whereas intuitors pre-

fer principles and theories. Sensors like solving problems by standard

methods and dislike ”surprises”, intuitors like innovation and dislike

repetition.

• Sensors are patient with detail but do not like complications; intu-

itors are bored by detail and welcome complications.

• Sensors are good at memorizing facts; intuitors are good at grasping

new concepts.

• Intuitors are more comfortable with symbols than are sensors.

According the Felder-Silverman learning style, the properties of the

visual and verbal learners can be summarized as that visual learners re-

member best what they see: pictures, diagrams, flow charts, time lines,

films, and demonstrations. If something is simply said to them they will

probably forget it. Auditory learners remember much of what they hear

and more of what they hear and then say. They get a lot out of discussion,
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prefer verbal explanation to visual demonstration, and learn effectively by

explaining things to others. Felder and Silverman[14] explain the active

learners as experimentalists, the reflective learners as theoreticians. He

states that active learners need to be active in order to learn, and reflec-

tive learners need to have an opportunity to think about the information

being presented. It is obvious that when the students in a class are pas-

sive, then neither active learner not reflective learner can learn effectively.

As explained in the learning style model, the active learners work well in

groups. However, the reflective learners work better by themselves or with

at most one other person.

Felder and Silverman[14] suggest to present material that emphasizes

both practical problem solving (active) and fundamental understanding

(reflective). It might be good to present lectures with occasional pauses

for thought (reflective) and brief discussion or problem-solving activities

(active).

An exceptionally effective technique for reaching active learners is to

have students organize discussion groups in the forum and let them come

up with collective answers to the questions posed by instructor. To support

this, the AILS agents ask the learner to work with the other learners who

have common goals which are kept in the IMS LIP standard information.

Sequential learners may be strong in convergent thinking and analysis;

global learners may be better at divergent thinking and synthesis. Sequen-

tial learners learn best when material is presented in a steady progression

of complexity and difficulty; global learners sometimes do better by jump-

ing directly to more complex and difficult material. The curricula, course

syllabi, textbooks, the lecture notes prepared for the online education are

generally designed as sequential, which is already suitable for sequential

learners. In order to reach the global learners, it might be good to pro-

vide overall picture of the course or goal of a lesson before presenting the
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steps, doing as much as possible to establish the context and relevance of

the subject matter and to relate it to the students’ experience. Another

way to support global learners is to explain their learning process to them.

According to Felder and Silverman[14], while global are painfully aware

of the drawbacks of their learning style, it is usually a revelation to them

that they also enjoy advantages that their creativity and breadth of vision

can be exceptionally valuable to future employers and to society. This

background information guides us to define the learning resources and the

corresponding learning style dimensions as given in Table4.3.

Table 4.3: The Learning Resources and the Learning Style Dimensions

Learning Resource Type Dimension
DATA, DEFINITION, EXPERIMENT, Sensing
FACT, PROCEDURE, CONCEPT
FORMULA, THEORY, PRINCIPLE, Intuitive
INNOVATION, NEW CONCEPT
IMAGE, DIAGRAM, VIDEO, SLIDE, TABLE Visual
AUDIO, TEXT Verbal
EXAMPLE, EXERCISE, ACTIVITY, Active
DISCUSSION, PROBLEM SOLVING
QUESTION, CRITIQUE Reflective
HYPERTEXT Sequential
CONCEPT MAP, SYLLABUS, INDEX Global
ADVANCE ORGANIZER

Using this content type and learning style classification, we update the

learner profile. The classification process is as follows: Let A=[a1,a2,a3,

a
n
,a

m
] denote the learner actions and suppose the learner profile is already

updated considering the actions up to action a
n
. Then, the classification

and update of the learner profile starts with the action a
n

and ends with a
m

.

The values of 30 dimensions of this action are classified into 8 dimensions

using the table above. The learner profile is updated and the last action

a
m

is stored as a result.
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4.4 Learner Profile

The learner profile is initialized according to the personality factors, be-

havior factors, and knowledge factors. For the personality factor, it is

suggested to use questionnaires. Since the study is based on the Felder-

Silverman learning style, there is already a well-known questionnaire used

to categorize individual learning styles, called Felder-Solomon Index of

Learning Style (ILS)[35]. This questionnaire is validated in[34].

Knowledge factors and the behaviors of the learner are initially set to

their default values. They are updated as the learner interacts with the

learning system.

Most of the current adaptive systems except iWeaver and MANIC as-

sess the learning styles through psychometric questionnaires. The disad-

vantage of this approach is that the learners are classified into stereotypical

groups and the assumptions about their learning styles are not updated

during the following interaction with the system[33].

In this framework, the learner profile is updated for different cases.

During the learning process, behavioral factors of the learner is updated

according to the learner actions using the fields explained in section4.1.1.

Updating the learner style information requires a classification and

evaluation of the learner actions, choices, and preferences. This results

in making classification on the profile or even to learn the patterns and

associations in the learner’s profile. To learn the profile, one might use

machine learning and data mining techniques on the profile data.

In this study, we provide a method to classify the learner actions and

update the learner style information according to this classification.

Let A = [a1, a2, a3, an
, a

m
] denote the learner actions and suppose the

learner profile is already updated considering the actions up to action a
n
.

Then, the classification and update of the learner profile starts with the

action a
n

and ends with a
m

. The action’s 32 dimension values are classified
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into 8 dimensions using the table given in the section4.1.1. Then, the

learner profile is updated and the last action a
m

is stored.

4.5 Learner-Course Content Matching

According to the framework, the adapted content is the content that is

best matched with the learner profile. Therefore, we need to define a

matching mechanism between the learner profile and the course content

profile. There might be several approaches for calculating the matching

rates of the course contents. In this study, we simply use Euclidian distance

and find a matching score based on the normalized distance.

We keep the learner style information in eight dimensions, x = [x1, x2, ..,

x8]. We have course content profile information classified into eight di-

mensions of learning style, y = [y1, y2, .., y8]. We normalize the dimension

values by substituting the maximum value of the dimension. Then, the

resulting normalized vectors become:

x
n

= [x1/xm
, x2/ x

m
, .., x8/ x

m
]

y
n

= [y1/ym
, y2/ y

m
, .., y8/ y

m
]

where x
m

is the maximum value in the x vector and y
m

is the maximum

value in the y vector.

The Euclidian distance between these two dimensions is computed as:

D(x, y) =‖ x − y ‖ (4.1)

=
√

(x1n
− y1n

)2 + (x2n
− y2n

)2 + ... + (x8n
− y8n

)2 (4.2)

The matching score is defined as:

S(x, y) = −D(x, y) (4.3)

The S(x, y) gives the matching score for the learner and the course

content profiles. The matching score is calculated for each course content
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profile. The resulting scores are sorted and the course content with the

highest score is accepted as the best fitted course content regarding the

learner profile. After finding and sorting the scores, a filtering might be

applied depending on the application choices. One might prefer to display

the first three best matched contents or two, or may accept only the best

one.

In fact, there might be many ways to calculate the matching scores

between the learner and the content profiles. This is one of the areas

opened to further research.
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CHAPTER 5

MODA: A Multi-Agent Adaptive Learning

System for any LMS

This chapter presents a multi-agent, called MODA, developed to provide

adaptiveness in learning management systems (LMS). The adaptiveness

provides uniquely identifying and monitoring the learner’s learning process

according to the learner’s profile. This chapter covers the architecture

of MODA and its agents, the protocol providing communication between

MODA and LMS, and a sample application of MODA to an open source

learning management system, OLAT.

5.1 Components of MODA

The aim of MODA is to integrate adaptive behavior into online learning

management systems. The main components of the system are as follows:

Learner Modeling MODA provides online learners a personalized learn-

ing experience. It maintains a learner profile. The detail description

of the profile is provided in the following section.
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Adapted Content MODA chooses the most appropriate course content

by matching the learner and course content using a strategy ex-

plained in section 4.5.When the learner performs a show content or

search actions, the content or search results adapted to the learner

is presented to the learner.

Integration with LMS The system can be integrated into any LMS. In

order to provide this modularity, we provide an LMS-MODA com-

munication protocol. Any LMS using this protocol can communicate

with MODA and have the adaptive features.

5.2 The Pedagogical Architecture

The effectiveness of the adaptation in online learning environments is higly

related to the coverage of the adaptation strategy. The better the match

between the learner and the instruction is, the higher the adaptation is. We

applied the conceptual framework developed in this study (See Chapter4)

which defines the learner profile and the course content profile. The frame-

work takes its background from learning styles and learning standards. The

adaptation strategy in the framework is to find the best match between

the learner and the instruction set.

5.3 The Multi-Agent System Architecture

Since MODA was developed as a multi-agent system, we used an agent-

oriented software engineering modeling technique in order to model the sys-

tem. The existing software development techniques (for example, object-

oriented analysis and design) are not suitable for multi-agents systems’

analysis and design tasks, because there is a fundamental mismatch be-

tween the concepts used by object-oriented developers and the agent-

oriented view. Thus, we chose Gaia[20] as the agent-oriented software
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engineering technique. This methodology is an attempt to define a com-

plete and general methodology that is specially tailored to the analysis and

design of multi-agent systems (MASs). In Gaia, analysis and design can

be thought as a process of developing increasingly detailed models of the

system to be constructed[80]. The models of Gaia methodology is given in

Figure5.1. The architecture of AILS was modeled with these Gaia models.

In this section, these models are given in order to understand AILS and

its environments.

requirements
statement

roles model
interactions
model

agent model services
model

acquaintance
model

analysis

design

Figure 5.1: The Gaia Models

MODA was designed to work with an LMS. We have three main mod-

ules: LMS , MODA and LMS-MODA interface module (See Figure5.2).

LMS can be any LMS providing online learning services to learners. MODA

is the multi-agent system. It has several agents to perform the adaptive

services required by LMS. LMS-MODA interface is the communication

platform of these two separate modules. We developed a socket-based

communication protocol. MODA can communicate with any LMS if LMS

sends the data packets in the same format defined in the protocol.
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Figure 5.2: The Architecture of MODA

5.3.1 The MODA Agents

The system has seven learning agents: LMSInterfaceAgent,

LearningAgent, ContentAdapterAgent, CourseProfileAgent,

LearnerProfileAgent, ResearcherAgent and AgentManager.

The descriptions and roles of each agent are as follows:

• LMSInterfaceAgent is the communication party with the LMS.

It behaves as the MODA server. It receives MODA request from the

LMS part and provides request to the LearningAgent. It receives

results from the LearningAgent and provides MODA Respond

message to the LMS.

• LearningAgent is the central agent which is responsible for man-

agement of the other agents.

• ContentAdapterAgent is responsible for finding the most ap-

propriate content for the learner using the learner profile. This

agent communicates with the LearnerProfileAgent to receive
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the learner profile information. After classification and matching,

it sorts and filters the course contents. It communicates with the

LearningAgent to send adapted course contents back. This agent

also interacts with the ResearcherAgent to provide adapting

search results.

• CourseProfileAgent initializes and updates the learner profile.

The agent deals with the course profile classification of the course

content types. It provides course profile information requested by

the other agents.

• LearnerProfileAgent initializes and updates the learner profile.

This agent updates the learner profile using learner actions. It pro-

vides the learner profile information requested by the other agents.

• ResearcherAgent receives search results, communicates with Con-

tentAdapterAgent and receives the adapted content. This agent

sends adapted search results back to LearningAgent.

The agents in MODA were developed as JADE agents (See Figure

5.3). JADE (Java Agent Development Framework)[19] is a software devel-

opment framework aimed at developing multi-agent systems and applica-

tions conforming to FIPA(The Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents)

standards for intelligent agents. For more information about FIPA, one

can refer to www.fipa.org. JADE is one of the most commonly used agent

middleware and it has well-structured agent management mechanisms pro-

viding a runtime environment, a library of classes that programmers can

use, and a suite of graphical tools that allows administrating and monitor-

ing the activity of running agents.

Figure5.4 depicts the agent types used in the MODA, and the agent

instances realize these agent types at run-time. For each online learner,
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Figure 5.3: The JADE Environment with MODA Agents

each type of agent is instantiated once. In other words, there are as many

agents as the number of online learners in the LMS at runtime.

AgentManager

LMSInterfaceManager LearnerAssistant Researcher

Profiler ContentAdapter

Profiler
0..*

ContentAdapter
0..*

LMSInterfaceManager
0..*

LearnerAssistant
0..*

Researcher
0..*

Figure 5.4: The Agent Model of MODA Agents

5.3.1.1 The Agent’s Roles

The roles model identifies the basic skills required by the system. An

agent can play one or more roles, to accomplish which agents typically
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need to interact with each other to exchange knowledge and coordinate

their activities[20].

The AILS Agents has seven major roles. The role models of each agent

role are given in the Figure 5.5 - 5.11.

Role: LMSInterfaceAgent(LIM)

This role provides establishing a communication platform between MODA nad LMS. It

receives actions from LMS module and then activates the corresponding function in

AILS module communicating wiht other roles(agents) in AILS. It also provides AILS to

activate some functions in LMS.

Protocols &
Actvities:

SetLMSEvent, SetMODAEvent, ActivateMODAFunctions, ActivateLMSFunction

Permissions: reads acquaiantances     // acquaiantances data structure   

Responsibilities:
Liveness:
          LMSINTERFACEAGENT = (SetLMSEvent.ActivateMODAFunction)   |

                                                            (SetMODAEvent.ActivateLMSFunction)

Description:

Safety:
        A successful connection with LMS is established

Figure 5.5: The Role Model of LMSInterfaceAgent

Role: LearnerProfileAgent(LPA)

This agent is responsible for initializing and update of the learner profile. It communicates

with the other agents to provide the learner profile information.

Protocols &
Actvities:

GetUser, InitializeProfile, ActivateProfile,UpdateProfile,GetProfileRequest,SendProfile

Permissions: reads acquaiantances   // acquaiantances data structure
reads learner profile
write to learner profile

Responsibilities:
Liveness:
         LEARNERAPROFILEAGENT = ( (GetUser.InitializeProfile) || (ActivateProfile)||

                                    (UpdateProfile) || (GetProfileRequest.SendProfile) )

Description:

Safety:
         A successful connection with the database and LMS is established 

Figure 5.6: The Role Model of LearnerProfileAgent

5.3.1.2 The Agent’s Services

The aim of the Gaia services model is to identify the services associated

with each agent role, and to specify the main properties of these services.

A service is a function of the agent[20]. The services provided by the

AILS agents are given in Figure 5.12. Each service of AILS identifies the
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Role: ContentProfileAgent(LPA)

This agent is responsible for classification and preparation of the course profile

for the given course contents

Protocols &
Actvities:

GetProfileRequest, PerformClassification, SendProfile

Permissions: reads acquaiantances   // acquaiantances data structure
reads contents 
write to content profiles

Responsibilities:
Liveness:
         CONTENTPROFILEAGENT =  (GetProfileRequest.PerformClassification.

                                                             SendProfile) 

Description:

Safety: 
         A successful connection with the database and LMS is established 

Figure 5.7: The Role Model of CourseProfileAgent

Role: LearningAgent(LA)

This agent is responsible for monitoring and managing the other MODA agents.

It communicates with LMSInterfaceAgent and receives the learner actions

and it provides the necessary data to the appropriate agent to perform the adaptation

depending on the user request.

Protocols &
Actvities:

GetLearnerRequest,PerformAdaption RespondToLearner

Permissions: reads acquaiantances   // acquaiantances data structure

Responsibilities:
Liveness:
         LEARNERAGENT = (GetLearnerRequest.PerfomAdaptation.RespondToLearner)

Description:

Safety:
         A successful connection with the database and LMS is established 

Figure 5.8: The Role Model of LearningAgent

inputs, outputs, pre-conditions, and post-conditions of each service. These

services are derived from the protocols, activities, responsibilities and the

liveness properties of a role models described in the section5.3.1.1.
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Role: ContentAdapterAgent(CAA)

This is the most complex role serving to online learners in MODA. It receives

the learning resources and the learner username. It communicates with 

LearnerProfileAgent to receive learner profile; CourseProfileAgent to receive the

course content profiles. It calculates a mathicng score between the learner profile

and the course profiles. It filters and sorts the resources according to the best match.

Protocols &
Actvities:

ReceiveLearningResources,ReceiveUsername,RequestContentProfile,

RequestLearnerProfile, PerformAdaptation, CalculateScores, Sort, Filter, 

FindBestMatch,SendAdaptedResources

Permissions: reads content          //lecture notes of the course which are in LOs

updates content
reads acquaiantances   // acquaiantances data structure

Responsibilities:
Liveness:
          CONTENTADAPTERAGENT =  (ReceiveLearningResources.ReceiveUsername. 

                                                                RequestContentProfile.RequestLearnerProfile.

                                                                PerformAdaptation.SendAdaptedResources)

Description:

          PERFORMADAPTATION =  CalculateScores.Sort.Filter.FindBestMatch

Safety:
         A successful connection with the database and LMS is established 

Figure 5.9: The Role Model of ContentAdapterAgent

Role: ResearcherAgent(RS)

This role provides  adapting search results obtained from LMS. It communicates with 

ContentAdapter and LearningAgent.

Protocols &
Actvities:

ReceiveSearchRequest, AdaptSearchResults, UpdateProfile, GetSearchResults, 

SendResults

Permissions: reads learningObjects     // learning objects in the repository
reads acquaiantances    // acquaiantances data structure
reads profileData            // profile data of the user
updates profileData        // update data about keywords searched

Responsibilities:
Liveness:
          RESEARCHERAGENT =  ReceiveSearchRequest.

                                        AdaptSearchResults.GetSearchResults.

                                        (UpdateProfile ||  SendResults) 

Description:

Safety:
         A successful connection with the database and other MODA is established 

Figure 5.10: The Role Model of ResearcherAgent
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Role: AgentManager(AGM)

This role serves as a personal assistant of the multi agent system, initializing the system

parameters, launching new agents  when necessary and monitoring the agents’ operation.

Agents may register their services with the Agent and query the Agent to find out what

services are offered by other agents. It also gets acquainted with specifc agents.

Protocols &
Actvities:

RegisterAgent, QueryAgent, SaveNewAcquaintance, IntroduceNewAgent, Monitor

Permissions: creates acquaiantances    // acquaiantances data structure
reads acquaiantances   
updates acquaiantances   

Responsibilities:
Liveness:
          AGENTMANAGER =  (GetAcquaintance. (MeetSomeone)  )  || (Monitor)

          GETACQUAINTANCE =  RegisterAgent.QueryAgent.[IntroduceNewAgent]

          MEETSOMEONE =  IntroduceNewAgent.SaveNewAcquaintance

Description:

Safety:
        true

Figure 5.11: The Role Model of AgentManager

Service

Outputs
Inputs

Pre-condition

Post-condition

Adapt Content
-

The description of the event
A LMSInterfaceAgent, LearningAgent, CourseAdapterAgent, 

ContentProfileAgent, and LearnerProfileAgent are 

instantiated and associated with the MODA module. 

-

Service

Outputs
Inputs

Pre-condition
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Search Learning Object
The searching criteria

A list of learning objects

Learner views the learning objects

Service

Outputs
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Service

Outputs
Inputs
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A LMSInterface agent is instantiated and 

associated with the AILS 

The communication between LMS and AILS is 

established

A Researcher agent is instantiated and 

associated with the learner

Figure 5.12: The Services Model of MODA
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5.3.1.3 The Acquantiances of Agents

The acquaintance models simply define the communication links that ex-

ist between agent types[20]. This model does not define the messages

sent or received. It simply indicates that communication pathways exist.

Figure5.13 shows the communication and dependency between the agents.

LEARNING

AGENT

LMSINTERFACE

AGENT   

CONTENTADAPTER
AGENT 

COURSEPROFILE

AGENT  
LEARNERPROFILE

AGENT  

RESEARCHER

AGENT  

Figure 5.13: The Acquaintance Model of MODA Agents

5.3.2 The Agents’ Behavior

MODA agents work cooperatively to perform the operations such as login,

search keywords, and view lecture notes. For the sake of simplicity, each

operation is explained as scenarios such as login, show content and search

below.

5.3.2.1 Login

1. User enters username and password

2. LMS invokes LMSInterfaceAgent about the login and provides

the user information to MODA
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3. LMSInterfaceAgent sends login action to LearningAgent

4. LearningAgent receives new user action

5. LearningAgent sends user information to LearnerProfileAgent

6. LearnerProfileAgent receives user information

7. LearnerProfileAgent activate user profile if s/he exists in profile

repository

8. LearnerProfileAgent initializes the profile if the user is a new

user

9. LearnerProfileAgent send status of activation or initialization

as SUCCESS or ERROR message to LMSInterfaceAgent.

10. LMSInterfaceAgent receives the status and sends to LMS

Figure5.14 depicts the agent communication for the login scenario.

Figure 5.14: The Sniffing Login Behavior
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5.3.2.2 Show Content

1. Learner clicks ”Show Content”

2. LMS performs content searching for the course

3. LMS provides all available course content materials to LMSInter-

faceAgent

4. LMSInterfaceAgent receives all course content information

5. LMSInterfaceAgent sends all available course content informa-

tion to LearningAgent

6. LearningAgent receives and sends all available course content in-

formation to ContentAdapterAgent to adapt the content

7. ContentAdapterAgent receives course contents

8. ContentAdapterAgent requests learner profile information from

LearnerProfileAgent

9. LearnerProfileAgent receives request for learner profile

10. LearnerProfileAgent prepares the profile

11. LearnerProfileAgent sends the learner profile information to

ContentAdapterAgent

12. ContentAdapterAgent requests course content profiles of each

course content from CourseProfileAgent

13. CourseProfileAgent receives available course contents

14. CourseProfileAgent classifies the course contents and prepares

course profiles
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15. CourseProfileAgent sends course profiles to ContentAdapter-

Agent

16. ContentAdapterAgent receives the learner profile

17. ContentAdapterAgent receives the course content profiles

18. ContentAdapterAgent calculates the matching scores between

the learner profile and each course content profiles

19. ContentAdapterAgent sorts and filters the matching scores

20. ContentAdapterAgent sends best matched course content in-

formation to LearningAgent

21. LearningAgent receives resulting adapted course content list

22. LearningAgent sends adapted course content list to LMSInter-

faceAgent

23. LMSInterfaceAgent receives course content list

24. LMSInterfaceAgent sends course content list to LMS

25. LMS receives adapted course content list and displays the content in

adapted way.

Figure5.15 shows the sequence diagram for agent communication while

performing the viewing lecture notes scenario.

5.3.2.3 Search

The agent communication for this scenario is given in Figure5.16.

1. Learner searches for a keyword in LMS

2. LMS performs searching for keyword
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Figure 5.15: The Sniffing Show Content Behavior

3. LMS provides all available search results to LMSInterfaceAgent

4. LMSInterfaceAgent receives all search results

5. LMSInterfaceAgent sends all available search results informa-

tion to LearningAgent

6. LearningAgent receives and sends all available search results in-

formation to ResearcherAgent to adapt the search results

7. ResearcherAgent receives the search results

8. ResearcherAgent sends search results to ContentAdapterA-

gent to perform adaptation

9. ContentAdapterAgent receives all available search results

10. ContentAdapterAgent requests learner profile information from

LearnerProfileAgent
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11. LearnerProfileAgent receives request for learner profile

12. LearnerProfileAgent prepares the profile

13. LearnerProfileAgent sends the learner profile information to

ContentAdapterAgent

14. ContentAdapterAgent requests content profiles of each search

result from CourseProfileAgent

15. CourseProfileAgent receives available search results

16. CourseProfileAgent classifies the contents and prepares search

result content profiles

17. CourseProfileAgent sends search result content profiles to Con-

tentAdapterAagent

18. ContentAdapterAgent receives the learner profile

19. ContentAdapterAgent receives the content profiles

20. ContentAdapterAgent calculates the matching scores between

the learner profile and each content profiles

21. ContentAdapterAgent sorts and filters the matching scores

22. ContentAdapterAgent sends best matched content information

to ResearcherAgent

23. ResearcherAgent receives resulting adapted content list

24. ResearcherAgent sends adapted content list to LearningA-

gent

25. LearningAgent receives resulting adapted search results list
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26. LearningAgent sends adapted search result list to LMSInter-

faceAgent

27. LMSInterfaceAgent receives search result list

28. LMSInterfaceAgent sends search results list to LMS

29. LMS receives adapted content list and displays the search results in

adapted way.

Figure 5.16: The Sniffing Search Behavior

5.3.3 The Ontologies

Messages exchanged by JADE agents have a format specified by the agent

communication language (ACL) language defined by FIPA (http://www.fipa.

org) international standard for agent interoperability. This format com-

prises a number of fields such as the sender, the list of receivers, the con-

tent, content language, the ontology etc[19]. The jade ontology describes
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the vocabulary of symbols used in the content and their meaning. Both

the sender and the receiver must ascribe the same meaning to symbols for

the communication to be effective.

In agent’s communication, both the sender and the receiver must as-

cribe the same meaning to symbols for the communication to be effective.

To achieve this, JADE defines ontology as the vocabulary of the symbols

used in the content and their meaning. The JADE ontology is a set of

schemas defining the structure of the predicates, agent actions and con-

cepts (basically their names and their slots) that are pertinent to that

domain. As an ontology is basically a collection of schemas that typically

does not evolve during an agent lifetime.

In MODA, six jade ontologies are developed in order to meet the re-

quirements of the system. The ontologies are LearnerProfileOntology (See

Figure 5.17), LearningContentOntology (See Figure 5.18), ActionHistory-

Ontology (See Figure 5.19), LMSUserOntology (See Figure 5.20), Seach-

CaseOntology (See Figure 5.21), and AgentMessageOntology (See Figure

5.22).

Figure 5.17: The Jade Ontology Map for the Learner Profile
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Figure 5.18: The Jade Ontology Map for the Learning Content

Figure 5.19: The Jade Ontology Map for the Learner Actions

Figure 5.20: The Jade Ontology Map for the LMS User (learner)
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Figure 5.21: The Jade Ontology Map for the Search Case

Figure 5.22: The Jade Ontology Map for the Agent Messages
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5.4 LMS-MODA Communication Protocol

In the study, it is aimed that any LMS can make use of the adaptive

learning system, MODA. In order to achieve this modularity, we provide a

protocol for communication between LMS and MODA. Any LMS provid-

ing necessary information with the required format becomes an adaptive

learning management system, when it establishes a communication with

MODA. The protocol requires LMS and MODA to read/write the nec-

essary information to TCP sockets. Since the communication occurs in

the sockets, we define the data formats exchanged between the systems

during either requesting data or responding a request. In MODA, one of

the agents, - LMSInterfaceAgent-, serves as a server that receives the

requests from the LMS and provides the responses back. In the following

sections, we provide the communication scenarios, request and response

data types, and the structure of each data type used in the communica-

tion between LMS and MODA.

5.4.1 Communication Scenarios between LMS and MODA

5.4.1.1 Login

When the user logs into the LMS, LMS notifies MODA.

5.4.1.2 Get Adapted Content

When the learner tries to access the content of a course, LMS sends course

summary information of all available alternative contents to MODA. Then

MODA compares the alternatives with the learner profile, sorts and filters

the list according to the match scores, and then the sorted and filtered list

is sent back to the LMS. Thereafter, LMS displays the first content in the

list to the learner. The other contents in the list (if any) are displayed to

the learner as available appropriate alternatives in a sidebar, or a similar
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menu list.

5.4.1.3 Log Learner Action

When a learner pays attention to a learning object in a course content,

this is sent to the MODA. Then, MODA uses the history (log) of these

actions to update the profile of the user. Pays attention has to be defined

formally. This can be captured by learner’s mouse clicks on a learning

object or by understanding whether a learning objet is shown (visible)

on the screen. This will be limited with the capabilities of the learning

management system. The learner clicks on the syllabus and search tool

are sent as learner actions to be logged. These actions will be used to

update the learner’s action history data on the fields Critique for search

action and Syllabus for syllabus actions.

5.4.1.4 Search

When a learner performs a search action using the tools of LMS, LMS

compiles the search results as a list of course content and sends this list to

MODA. MODA compares this list with the learner’s profile, and performs

sorting and filtering. Then, the filtered and sorted list is sent back to the

LMS. Finally, LMS displays the adapted search results to the learner.

The request and response messages exchanged between LMS and MODA

are depicted in Figure5.23.

5.4.2 Communication between LMS and MODA

5.4.2.1 Data Packets

Communication is performed through data packets. A packet can be ei-

ther a request or a response packet. The packet structure of request and

response are provided in the protocol. Figure5.24 and Figure5.25 show the
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search
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SUCCESS / ERROR

username, list of course summaries

learner action

list of content summaries

SUCCESS / ERROR

list of content keys

list of content keys

LMS MODA

Response Request

Figure 5.23: Request and Response Data in Communication Scenarios
between LMS and MODA

structure of the request and response packets, respectively.

0
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32

36

64

Request Time

Request Type

User name

Data Length

RESERVED

Data File Content

64 bits long miliseconds

32 bit int

20x8 bit ASCII (’\0’ terminates)

32 bit int

28 bytes

header #32 bytes. Data file formats are 

defined for each Request Type separately

offset Description Length

Figure 5.24: Request Packet Structure

5.4.2.2 Data Files

The protocol defines the data files exchanged during the communications.

There are four main data files defined in the protocol: NULL, COURSE-

CONTENT-KEY-LIST, LOGIN, and GET-ADAPTIVE-CONTENT.
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Responded
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Figure 5.25: Response Packet Structure

NULL It is a special data file with zero length. It is used in responses,

as necessary.

COURSE-CONTENT-KEY-LIST Keys are stored with their lengths,

one after another. The byte length of the total list is given in the

header as data file length (Figure5.26).

lengthOfNextKeyString

next key content ASCII

32 bit int0

4

4+length 

of 

previous

length of next

... ......

repeats

offset Description Length

Figure 5.26: The Data File Structure for Course Content Key List

LOGIN Data file length is zero.

GET-ADAPTIVE-CONTENT The file structure is defined as in Figure5.27.
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28 value for content type 1 32 bit int

32 value for content type 2 32 bit int

36 value for content type 3 32 bit int

40 value for content type 4 32 bit int

44 value for content type 5 32 bit int

48 value for content type 6 32 bit int

52 value for content type 7 32 bit int

56 value for content type 8 32 bit int

60 value for content type 9 32 bit int

64 value for content type 10 32 bit int

68 value for content type 11 32 bit int

72 value for content type 12 32 bit int

76 value for content type 13 32 bit int

80 value for content type 14 32 bit int

84 value for content type 15 32 bit int

88 value for content type 16 32 bit int

92 value for content type 17 32 bit int

96 value for content type 18 32 bit int

100 value for content type 19 32 bit int

104 value for content type 20 32 bit int

108 value for content type 21 32 bit int

112 value for content type 22 32 bit int

116 value for content type 23 32 bit int

120 value for content type 24 32 bit int

124 value for content type 25 32 bit int

128 value for content type 26 32 bit int

132 value for content type 27 32 bit int

136 value for content type 28 32 bit int

140 value for content type 29 32 bit int

144 value for content type 20 32 bit int

148 value for content type 31 32 bit int

offset Description Length

Figure 5.27: The Data File Structure for Course Content List
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5.5 An Example Session

MODA has been integrated to an open source learning management sys-

tem, OLAT[21]. You can obtain more information at http://www.olat.org/website/en/

html/index.html. A session includes the following actions:

• login

• show content

• search keyword

• log learner action

We created a sample course in MODA and we provided different type

of contents for the same course content item. We tested the system by

entering as learners having different learner styles. The system gave the

most suitable course content items for that type of learner. During this

test, we had no problems with the communication protocol.

Sample screen for login page of OLAT is given in Figure 5.28.

Figure 5.28: Login Screen of OLAT
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Figure 5.29 shows the welcome page of OLAT. We integrated MODA

into OLAT and we created a OLAT tool in order to display the information

about MODA to the user.

Figure 5.29: Welcome Page of OLAT

The learners access to the course content through Learning Resources

tool and clicks Show Content link as in Figure 5.30.

Figure 5.30: Show Content tool of OLAT

When the learner clicks Show Content, OLAT displays all available

content resources to the learner as shown in Figure5.31 before adaptation.
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Figure 5.31: Show Content tool of OLAT before adaptation

Figure 5.32 gives the sample screen for the adaptive content. It can

be easily shown in Figures5.31, the number of all available resources for

the learner is six. However, when OLAT becomes an adaptive learning

system, it adapts the content and shows the appropriate content to the

learner. In this example, it founds only two of the content types suitable

for the learner.

Similar to course contents, MODA adapts the search results. Figure

5.33 shows an example for search action in OLAT with MODA.
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Figure 5.32: Show Adapted Content in OLAT integrated with MODA

Figure 5.33: Search action in OLAT integrated with MODA
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5.6 Evaluation of MODA

In the scope of this thesis, we successfully integrated MODA into a learning

management System, namely OLAT. However we did not evaluate the

system in a course to see the pedagogical effects of the system on learners.

We have been in contact with OLAT users and developers. We are planning

to work collaboratively with OLAT community and use MODA in the

online courses given through OLAT.

Basically, the adaptive systems performs two functions such as acquir-

ing data about the user, which are used to infer abstract characteristics,

and deciding how to adapt based on these characteristics, which has im-

pact on both the system behavior and the user behavior. As a further

study, an evaluation study of MODA should at least include the following

evaluation issues:

• Evaluation of reliability and external validity of input data acquisi-

tion

• Appropriateness of adaptation decisions in MODA

• Change of system behavior when MODA adapts

• Change of user behavior when MODA adapts
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CHAPTER 6

Conclusion and Further Research

The adaptiveness provides uniquely identifying and monitoring the learner’s

learning process according to the learner’s profile. It is a crucial issue in

todays online learning environments. In service-job-training especially ne-

cessitates to identify learning needs and customize solutions that foster

successful learning and performance, with or without an instructor to sup-

plement instruction.

Moreover, there is a need for providing education to students in differ-

ent places around the world where no teacher is available for face-to-face

assistance in most cases. To support teaching and to facilitate learning,

learning management systems must provide individualized help just as a

human tutor would.

The intelligence of a learning management system is largely attributed

to its ability to adapt to specific student needs during the learning process.

Online learning environments have been used by a much wider variety of

students. Each student may have different backgrounds, learning styles,

individual preferences, and knowledge levels. This raises the need for adap-
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tiveness of learning environments. The learning systems must be flexible

to be be suitable for any particular kind of students.

In this study, we propose a conceptual framework for supporting adap-

tiveness in online learning environments. We claim that this framework

will help both instructional designers and software developers to design

and develop adaptive learning systems.

Our framework is based on the idea that the adaptiveness is the best

matching between the learner profile and the course content profile. The

conceptual framework involves learner profile, course content profile, the

matching strategies between learner and course content profiles, and the

initialization and update strategies of the profiles. The matching process

is between the style of the learner and the type of the content. The style

of the learner is configured using learning style theories. We model the

learner according to three factors which are behavioral factors, knowledge

factors, and personality factors. We modeled the course content using

30 content types. These content types are derived from previous stud-

ies, IEEE LOM Metadata[18] information, and the descriptions of Felder-

Silverman[14] learning style model. We conducted a study to classify the

content with the learning style and we defined the learning resources and

the corresponding learning style dimensions as given in Table4.3. The

adaptation strategy in the framework is to find the best match between

the learner and the instruction set. Using the classification information,

we find the best match between the learner profile and the course profile

by applying a normalized Euclidian distance function.

In this thesis, we proposed a multi-agent adaptive system for online

learning management systems, called MODA. The main components of

the system are learner modeling, adapted content, and integration with

LMS. We applied the conceptual framework developed in this study which

defines the learner profile and the course content profile.
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Since MODA was developed as a multi-agent system, we used Gaia

as an agent-oriented software engineering modeling technique in order

to model the system.MODA has seven agents: LMSInterfaceAgent,

LearningAgent, ContentAdapterAgent, CourseProfileAgent,

LearnerProfileAagent, ResearcherAgent, and AgentManager.

LMSInterfaceAgent is the communication party with the LMS. LearningA-

gent is the central agent which is responsible for management of the other

pedagogical agents. ContentAdapterAgent is responsible for find-

ing the most appropriate content for the learner using the learner profile.

CourseProfileAgent initializes and updates the learner profile. The

agent deals with the course profile classification of the course content types.

LearnerProfileAgent initializes and updates the learner profile. This

agent updates the learner profile using learner actions. ResearcherA-

gent receives search results, communicates with ContentAdapterA-

gent and receives the adapted content. AgentManager is the creator

of MODA environment. All of the MODA agents are collaborative peda-

gogical agents, and LMSInterfaceAgent is also an interface agent.

MODA agents work cooperatively to perform the operations such as

login, search keywords, and view lecture notes. In the study, we provided

the detail scenarios for these three operations.

The MODA were developed as JADE agents[19]. JADE (Java Agent

Development Framework)[19] is a software development framework aimed

at developing multi-agent systems and applications conforming to FIPA(The

Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents) standards for intelligent agents.

Messages exchanged by JADE agents have a format specified by the agent

communication language (ACL) language defined by FIPA (http://www.fipa.

org) international standard for agent interoperability. In agent’s commu-

nication, both the sender and the receiver must ascribe the same meaning

to symbols for the communication to be effective. To achieve this, JADE
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defines ontology as the vocabulary of the symbols used in the content and

their meaning[19]. In this study, we defined In six JADE ontologies in

order to meet the requirements of the system. The ontologies are Learner-

ProfileOntology, LearningContentOntology, ActionHistoryOntology, LM-

SUserOntology, SeachCaseOntology, and AgentMessageOntology.

In literature, there are many adaptive systems providing powerful adap-

tive features. However, it is not possible to integrate most of these systems

with the existing learning management systems. Most of them were de-

veloped to function as stand alone systems. There are lots of learning

management systems used in practice and it might be very effective to

plug adaptive features to these already existing and widely used learning

management systems. In this research, the adaptive learning system was

designed to be used with any learning management system. In order to

achieve this, we defined a TCP-IP baed communication protocol between

LMS and MODA. Any LMS providing necessary information with the re-

quired format becomes an adaptive learning management system, when it

establishes a communication with MODA. Our protocol requires LMS and

MODA to read/write the necessary information to TCP sockets. Since

the communication occurs in the sockets, we defined the data formats ex-

changed between the systems during either requesting data or responding a

request. In MODA, one of the agents, - LMSInterfaceAgent-, serves as

a server that receives the requests from the LMS and provides the responses

back. In the study, we provided the detail descriptions of the communica-

tion scenarios, request and response data types, and the structure of each

data type used in the communication between LMS and MODA. MODA

was implemented using Java programming language. Since the protocol re-

quires communication through sockets, the development language of LMS

becomes unimportant for the integration. This increases the usability of

MODA in different LMS without considering the programming language
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limitations.

We have integrated MODA into a learning management system, called

OLAT. Since OLAT is an open source LMS, we modified OLAT so that it

can communicate with MODA. We created a sample course in OLAT and

we provided different type of contents for the same course content item.

We tested the system by logging as learners having different learner styles.

The system gave the most suitable course content items regarding the type

of learner. During this test, we had no problems with the communication

protocol.

6.1 Limitations

There are several limitations while implementing and using MODA. These

are as follows:

• Defining 30 content types for each content is a very demanding taks.

To overcome this limitation, we suggest to extend the description

of LOM metadata information so that it can provide to define 30

content types.

• The capabilities of MODA is higly related to the capabilities of LMS.

• Since we chose JADE as the middleware to develop agents, we had

some problems while using the binaries of the middleware. At some

time, the web site of JADE was down, and we had no access to the

current binaries of the middleware. This caused wasting time.

6.2 Future Research

The effectiveness of the adaptive strategies and technologies are directly

correlated with the number and variety of the learners. This means that

the development of MODA is a never-ending process. There will be new
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adaptive features to be added, or new best matching strategies will be

applied as we use it more. It provides a platform for further research.

In this study, we provided some suggestions for further practice:

• We applied a normalized Euclidian distance to find the best matche

between the learner profile and the content profile. Different match-

ing strategies may be applied and compared.

• We applied Felder-Silverman learning style model. It may be a good

practice to apply different learning styles, and make a comparison on

these applications.

• In our study, we used 30 content types to model the course con-

tent. One of the factors affecting the effectiveness of the adaptation

is the content types. Therefore, it might improve the effectiveness

and usability of the framework to conduct a study on understanding

the validity and coverage of these content types in online learning

systems.

• According to the architecture of MODA, the learner profile informa-

tion is always kept in MODA. This provides us to use the learner

profile data to study on and try to find some patterns for learner’s

learning in online learning environments. Thus, as a furhet study,

oen can apply different AI techniques to learn the learner profile.

• MODA has been integrated to an open source learning management

system, named OLAT[21]. As a further study, we are going to inte-

grate MODA into the other learning management systems so that we

establish a MODA community. The agents in this community might

work collaboratively to analyze and learn the learner profile, and to

provide personalized education.
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• We have focused on asynchronous activities in LMS. It might be

another future study to include learners collaborative learning tasks

and synchronous activities into the process of adaptation

• We did not perform any validation or evaluation of MODA. The

validation of the framework and the system can be conducted through

the integrating MODA into a learning management system that have

already been used with learners in an online course. We have already

integrated MODA into OLAT. We have been in contact with OLAT

community. We are planning to work collaboratively with OLAT

community and to use MODA in the online courses given through

OLAT. We have also provided the necessary issues to be considered

in the evaluation study of MODA.
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